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Abstract

A discrete piezoelectric actuator for helicopter blade trailing edge servo-flap actuation,
the double X-frame actuator, was designed, built, and tested. The new actuator was
based on the X-frame actuator previously developed at MIT by Prechtl and Hall,
and incorporates a number of design innovations to improve its performance over
the original X-frame design. First, the double X-frame design uses two X-frames
operating in opposition to increase the work output of the actuator, and to allow the
preload to be applied internally to the actuator, rather through the actuation path.
Second, the frames of the actuator have been modified to improve the actuator form
factor, and to increase the volume of active material in the actuator. Also, other
improvements to the design were made that improve the actuator performance in
realistic environments.

A stiffness analysis of the actuator components was performed to predict the
actuator performance. Subsequently, the sensitivity of the actuator performance to
blade elastic bending and torsion deformations, blade vibrations, and centrifugal load
effects was evaluated with a number of experiments meant to simulate the blade
operational environment. Bench top experiments were carried out to determine the
frequency response of the actuator, as well as its stroke and hinge moment capabilities
under nominal and deformed blade geometry. Furthermore, the actuator was spun in
vacuum and shaken at various acceleration amplitudes and acceleration frequencies,
to assess the impact the presence of centrifugal loads and blade vibrations would have
on the actuator performance. The full scale actuator prototype used in the bench-top
experimentation weighed approximately 1.5 lb, had a bandwidth of 116 Hz, and its
measured free stroke and blocked force output were ±65 lb peak-to-peak and ±42 mil
peak-to-peak, respectively.

The experimental results obtained from these tests correlated well with the an-
alytical predictions. However, the actuator stroke was 15% less than anticipated,
due to lower than expected piezoelectric stack performance. Nevertheless, the perfor-



mance of the actuator represents a significant performance improvement over previous

designs.

Thesis Supervisor: Steven R. Hall, Sc.D.

Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Several problems are associated with the operation of helicopters, due to the unique

characteristics of helicopter rotors. These include high levels of vibration, noise, and

aerodynamic inefficiencies. The main cause of vibration and noise during helicopter

operation is the interaction of the rotor blades with blade trailing vorticity, so called

"blade vortex interaction." Other sources of vibration and noise are blade and fuselage

aerodynamic interactions, atmospheric turbulence, blade and rotor instabilities, and

retreating blade stall [17]. The undesirable effects of vibration and noise include

increased maintenance requirements, fatigue and reduced effectiveness of the pilot,

passenger fatigue and discomfort, power loss, and community objections. For military

aircraft, noise is always undesirable, because it makes the aircraft more detectable to

adversaries.

The goal of helicopter rotor control is to alleviate, or even eliminate, the problems

that result from helicopter vibration. Feedback control can be used for this purpose,

and control techniques known as Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) [42, 43] and Indi-

vidual Blade Control (IBC) [17] have been developed specifically for this aim. Until

recently, the most popular method for HHC and IBC implementation involved blade

root pitch control actuation through the swashplate, for cancellation of the vibrations

at the rotor hub. Two limitations are associated with vibration rejection at the rotor

hub with the use of a swashplate. The first limitation is that control is more effective

when the disturbance is rejected at the location at which it enters the system. For
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helicopter rotor control, this means that more effective vibration suppression might

be accomplished with the use of on-blade actuation, because this is where blade trail-

ing vorticity interacts with the rotor system. The second limitation is related to the

dynamics of the swashplate. HHC and IBC require low blade pitch amplitudes and

high frequency actuators, capable of actuation frequencies on the order of N times

the rotor frequency, where N is the number of rotor blades. On the other hand,

the swashplate and the actuators that drive it are designed for maneuvering control,

which requires high blade pitch amplitudes and low bandwidth [44, 16].

Piezoelectric materials are ideal candidates for on-blade control, due to their in-

herently high bandwidth. Spangler and Hall [44, 45] were the first to suggest the

use of piezoelectric materials to drive a trailing edge flap for helicopter rotor control.

They proposed the use of a piezoceramic bender, cantilevered to the blade spar, which

with its upward and downward deformation would control the angular deflection of

a hinged to the blade trailing edge flap. The friction and backlash losses introduced

to the system by the hinges were eliminated in a subsequent redesign of the bimorph

bender by Hall and Prechtl [33, 13]. The piezoelectric bender actuator has been rec-

ognized as a successful means for rotor control by other investigators, who further

researched this topic [5, 22, 24, 4, 52, 10, 11].

Nevertheless, because bender actuators are placed towards the blade trailing edge,

they move the blade center of gravity toward the rear of the airfoil, potentially giving

rise to aeroelastic instabilities. In addition, the integration of the bender in the airfoil

requires the modification of the existing blade spar. However, the major problem

with bender actuators, which use the transverse piezoelectric effect, is that the energy

density of monolithic piezoceramic benders is about an order of magnitude too low

for effective flap-actuation in full-scale Mach blades [16]. Indeed, stack actuators,

which use the direct piezoelectric effect, have energy densities a factor of four higher

than benders (planar actuators). This is due to the fact that benders make use of

the in-plane strain, e31, of the active plates. However, piezoelectric materials displace

more along the poling direction, i.e., the "3" direction, than in the out-of-plane

direction, the "1" direction. In fact, 631 is about one-half of E33 when an electric field
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is applied in the "3" direction. Additional problems related to bender actuators are

the difficulties encountered during bender manufacturing and during in-blade bender

integration. Stack actuators are therefore a better choice than benders for helicopter

rotor control. The challenge, then, is to design efficient amplification mechanisms

that can convert the small strains stack actuators produce to usable motion.

Previous research at MIT by Prechtl and Hall [34, 35, 36] on discrete servo-flap

actuation for helicopter rotor blades resulted in the development of the X-frame actu-

ation concept. The X-frame actuator was designed for implementation in the CH-47

helicopter blade, and has undergone both bench-top experiments and Mach-scale wind

tunnel tests. An amplification factor of 15 was achieved with this design. Also, the

X-frame mass efficiency is on the order of 60% of the theoretical maximum, and the

demonstrated actuator performance met the requirements for the CH-47 rotor control

application. However, the X-frame actuator design had two weaknesses. First, the

stack preload was applied externally to the actuator by the control rod along the

actuation path. In the event of electrical failure, the blade flap in this design could

be forced to its maximum trailing-edge down position. Ideally, it is desired that the

servo-flap return to its original trim position, should an electrical failure take place.

Second, the flexure mechanism (which allows relative motion of the X-frame compo-

nents) was designed with an inadequate margin of safety. The high centrifugal loads

acting on the actuator during rotor operation can potentially damage the two flex-

ures, which provide the rotational degree of freedom for the actuator. Nevertheless,

the development of the X-frame actuator was a major evolution in the field of discrete

actuator design.

This thesis describes the modification of the X-frame design in order to effectively

control vibration on the MD-900 Explorer helicopter. The outcome of this thesis

is the development of an improved version of the X-frame actuator, the double X-

frame actuator, where the design drawbacks discussed above are eliminated, and

a number of other innovations are introduced. In the following sections, a brief

presentation of the Individual Blade Control (IBC) and the Higher Harmonic Control

(HHC) methodologies for helicopter rotor control, and a summary of the most recent
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discrete and integral actuation techniques designed for on-blade rotor control are

given. The chapter concludes by outlining the goals of the current thesis and the

specific organization of the following three chapters.

1.1 Rotor Control Methodologies: HHC and IBC

The aerodynamic phenomena associated with helicopter rotor operation have a nearly

periodic nature, even during maneuvering [42]. Each rotor blade encounters the same

aerodynamic and inertial conditions as the immediately preceding blade encountered

27r/NQ seconds previously, where N is the number of rotor blades, and Q the rota-

tional velocity of the rotor. Therefore, a periodic repetition of the same aerodynamic

effects occurs during normal rotor operation at a frequency equal to NQ/2w. Thus,

flexible and rigid body mode excitation takes place at harmonics of the blade-passage

frequency. Several other important helicopter rotor aerodynamic phenomena take

place at harmonics of the rotor rotational speed, such as gust or shaft-motion induced

flapping, airload-induced vibration, rotor-fuselage interactions, air/ground resonance.

and tilt rotor maneuvering loads [17]. Multicyclic harmonic control is necessary to

suppress these harmonic aerodynamic and inertial vibratory loads, which are trans-

mitted from the blade to the rotor hub, and from there to the fuselage.

1.1.1 Higher Harmonic Control

Passive vibration control treats the vibratory loads after they have been generated,

while active vibration control algorithms alter the blade geometry to exploit the

aerodynamics and eliminate the unsteady interactions that cause vibratory loads and

moments. In other words, active control treats the vibratory loads at their source by

alleviating the aerodynamic disturbances that cause them. One such active vibration

control method is Higher Harmonic Control.

Higher Harmonic Control has been implemented for rotor vibration suppression,

mostly by blade root pitch actuation through swashplate motion, because little or

no blade modification and hardware development is needed for this technique. In-
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deed, Shaw and Albion [42, 43] applied HHC in a wind tunnel testing of a 1/5 scale

Model 179 Boeing helicopter, and demonstrated a 90% reduction to three hub load

components, namely vertical force, pitching moment, and rolling moment. The im-

plemented controller was capable of 3/rev, 4/rev and 5/rev control. On the other

hand, blade fatigue loads, blade root torsion loads, and control loads were increased

by HHC, the last by 65%. A later wind tunnel study on a 1/6 scale CH-47 by Shaw

et al. [43] demonstrated a 90% reduction in vibratory hub shear loads, accompanied

by a 20% increase in hub moments at 2/rev and 4/rev frequencies. Wood et al. [53]

demonstrated similar but less dramatic effects in a flight test of a modified Army

OH-6A.

HHC may also be used for rotor performance improvement, gust load alleviation,

blade stress reduction, and to delay the onset of retreating blade stall [53]. Neverthe-

less, HHC through swashplate actuation has two drawbacks. First, the actuation is

usually hydraulic, and therefore the available bandwidth limits the vibration control

authority of the system. Second, the swashplate controls only three degrees of free-

dom. This means that for rotors with three blades, any arbitrary pitch time history

can be applied to each blade individually using the conventional swash plate. For

rotors with more than three blades, though, complete rotor control cannot be ac-

complished with swashplate root-pitch actuation alone. True individual blade control

for this type of rotors can only be applied with the use of individual actuators for

each blade, and spanwise distributed flaps, which provide the system with unlimited

degrees-of-freedom [17].

1.1.2 Individual Blade Control

The Higher Harmonic Control technique has achieved substantial benefits in vibra-

tion reduction. It has been a major advancement in rotor control for vibration and

noise reduction, it provided fundamental understanding for the implementation of

active control concepts to improve helicopter performance, and served as a basis for

further rotor control developments. However, HHC has potential penalties such as
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power requirements, weight, complexity, shwashplate maintenance, and limited con-

trol flexibility.

The need to employ lighter control schemes with higher bandwidths, and higher

control authority to command unlimited degrees of freedom to reduce vibrations

effectively, especially in a rotor with more than three blades, led to the development

of the Individual Blade Control technique. The concept of IBC was developed by Ham

[17], and is based on the study performed by M. Kretz in 1976 [25]. IBC is a control

algorithm that uses on-blade sensor input to command broadband electrohydraulic

actuators, which are attached to each blade or to the swash plate in order to pitch or

twist the blade [17]. Actuators and feedback loops rotate with each blade, making the

conventional swashplate unnecessary. This is important, because the swashplate is a

flight critical component of the helicopter rotor, which requires increased maintenance

attention, due to the high frequency high amplitude fatigue loading it is subjected to

when used for HHC [17].

Individual blade control has been verified experimentally to simultaneously reduce

both noise and rotor vibration levels for control inputs at multiharmonics of the ro-

tor spinning frequency. Apart from vibration reduction, individual blade control can

be used for other beneficial purposes, such as gust alleviation, attitude stabilization,

blade lag damping augmentation, stall flutter suppression, flapping stabilization at

high blade advance ratio angles, stall alleviation, blade tracking, and rotor perfor-

mance enhancement [17]. The advancements achieved in active material technology

allow control engineers to take full advantage of individual blade control capabilities,

due to their low power requirements, their high energy density, and their high band-

width.

1.2 On-Blade Rotor Control

Individual blade control is more effective when it consists of several subsystems, i.e.,

more degrees of freedom, to observe and control each blade mode. Lemnios [27, 28] has
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shown that spanwise blade varying twist can achieve better results on rotor vibration

reduction and performance enhancement than swashplate induced blade root pitching

(feathering). Three individual studies, two of them conducted at MIT, confirm that

result. Hall and Yang [14] showed that a specific lift pattern over the entire rotor area

can reduce the induced power losses of a typical rotor by 14%. In addition, a study

by Millott and Friedman [29, 30] indicated that much less actuator power is required

for equal blade pitch changes when flap deflections are used instead of swashplate

induced blade pitch changes. In agreement with this result, Garcia [12] showed that

the necessary control loads for an H-43 helicopter rotor equipped with blade mounted

servo-flaps were much less than those required for root pitch control in hover and

forward flight.

From the above discussion, it is clear that a number of benefits are associated

with the use of actuators on the rotating frame, rather than at the blade root. The

use of hydraulic systems and electromagnetic devices for on-blade actuation is not

desirable, due to the low bandwidth of these systems, and, due to the weight increase

they introduce to the rotor system. Hydraulic and electromagnetic actuation usu-

ally require massive parts for their realization, and therefore, large centrifugal loads

act on both actuator and blade. Also, such systems usually require power systems

that complicate the rotor design. The progress in active materials technology in the

last decade has offered lightweight alternatives to these bulky actuation techniques.

Piezoelectric materials are ideal candidates for on-blade rotor control, due to their

low weight, high bandwidth, and high force output. The following sections present

the latest designs on rotating-frame piezoelectric actuation for active rotor vibration

suppression, with a focus on integral and discrete blade actuation.

1.2.1 Blade-Mounted Actuation

Spangler and Hall [44, 45] were the first to investigate the feasibility of using blade-

mounted piezoelectric actuators to deflect a faired flap to control the aerodynamic

and structural parameters of the blade. Their design made use of a piezoceramic

bimorph plate actuator, the bender, to control the deflection of a 10% trailing edge
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servo-flap. The first amplification comes from bonding the piezoceramic plates to-

gether and causing them to strain in opposition. This results in displacements due

to bending that are much larger than the direct extensional motion of each plate.

The piezoceramic bender is then a moderate force, moderate displacement actuator.

Further amplification is then obtained with the use of a lever arm arrangement at the

linkage between the coupled plates and the trailing edge flap. The lever converts the

small tip displacement of the bender into angular deflections of the servo-flap, which

are sufficiently large for rotor control.

The test article used for the experimental validation of the bender concept was

a 1/5 scale fiberglass airfoil. The article was tested in non-rotating frame wind-

tunnel experiments and in conditions representative, in a scaled sense, of the highest

velocity expected to occur on a typical helicopter blade at higher harmonic frequencies

[44, 45]. Even though the results from the Rayleigh-Ritz analysis Spangler and Hall

[44, 45] performed disagreed with the test measurements, significant amplitudes of

flap angular deflection (on the order of 8.5 degrees) were achieved. The lower than

expected performance was attributed to the large amounts of friction and backlash

caused by the three hinges, which was used to allow for the necessary rotational

degrees of freedom in the linkage between the bender and the servo-flap.

The refined piezoelectric bender design of Hall and Prechtl [33, 13] introduced

three major improvements to the actuator built by Spangler and Hall. First, the

design completely eliminated frictional and backlash problems at the bender and flap

coupling location. Second, the revised design improved the actuator efficiency by

20%. This was achieved by tapering of the bender to obtain an efficient structure.

The tapered geometry of the bender also reduced its thickness at the tip, allowing

room for larger tip displacements, and moved the center of gravity toward the leading

edge of the blade airfoil. The last contribution of this design was the 50% increase

in the electrical actuation applied to the piezoelectric bender. This was achieved

through the use of a nonlinear electric circuit, which helped to overcome coercive

field limitations and avoid piezoceramic material depoling.

The piezoelectric actuator proposed by Spangler and Hall [44, 45) and its later
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revised design by Hall and Prechtl [33, 13] has a number of benefits, which can

also be identified as the generic advantages of most piezoelectric actuators. They

have a high enough bandwidth for higher harmonic control applications, and are

suitable for individual blade control because they are blade mounted. Also, the

devices use electrical actuation, which is simpler and lighter than the traditional

swashplate hydraulic actuation. Finally, the compactness and the light weight of the

actuators allow for segmentation, and for the employment of each segment at strategic

locations in each blade for distributed control. This last characteristic increases the

safety of the design, because the electrical or mechanical failure of one of the segments

does not lead to failure of the entire actuator system.

The piezoceramic bender actuation concept introduced by Spangler and Hall has

been widely recognized as a promising method for helicopter rotor control, and several

variations of the bimorph bender have been developed [22, 4, 5, 10, 52, 11, 24]. Walz

and Chopra [52] and Koratkar and Chopra [22, 24] created and tested a flap deflection

mechanism similar to that of Spangler and Hall. The difference in their design was

the coupling mechanism between the servo-flap and the piezoelectric bender. The

three-hinge amplification configuration of Spangler and Hall and the three flexure

design of Prechtl and Hall was replaced by a mechanical leverage mechanism. Their

mechanism consisted of a rod molded onto the bender tip and a precision-machined

cusp integrated into the flap. As the bender tip deflects up and down, it causes the

rod to slide in and out of the cusp guide and results into the rotating motion of the

flap. Froude-scale rotors were developed and tested on the bench-top, in a hover

stand, and in a wind tunnel. With this configuration flap deflections of 4 to 8 degrees

were achieved at the Froude-scaled operation speed of 900 RPM. This design, unlike

the design by Hall and Prechtl, had the disadvantage of frictional losses, which were

exerted at the leverage mechanism, due to the sliding movement of the rod within

the flap cusp.

Several other piezoelectric actuator designs have been developed since the bender

actuator proved the potential of piezoelectric actuation for helicopter vibration con-

trol. These concepts can generally be categorized as integral and discrete, depending
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Figure 1-1: The bimorph bender actuator. (From [33, 13].)

on the nature of integration into the blade structure they require. The following two

sections give a brief overview of the integral and discrete actuation concepts that have

been developed in the last decade for application in helicopter rotor control.

1.2.2 Integral Actuation

One approach to integral active blade twist is the shape memory alloy (SMA) torque

tube developed by Boeing [18, 6]. The higher strain capabilities of SMA materials were

used to twist the blade at its root with the use of a passive torque tube. The torque

is transferred along the blade, from root to tip, to achieve the desired twist. This

method is recommended for payload control purposes, where a change in blade twist

between hover and forward flight is desired. Generally, high blade twist angles are

needed for hover, while small twist angles are optimum for forward flight conditions

[18]. This actuator was expected to allow a 15% payload increase. Nevertheless, this

concept has a nonlinear behavior, which is difficult to model, and is expected to suffer

from the inherent inefficiencies of coupling mechanisms [34].

The most promising concept, however, of all integral blade actuation concepts

has been the concept of active fiber composites (AFC) by Rodgers and Hagood [7,

38, 39]. AFCs are anisotropic layers of piezoelectric fibers, which are integrated in

the composite lay-up of the blade spar, at an angle of 45 degrees to the blade axis.

The piezoelectric fibers are poled along the fiber direction in-situ, so that the higher
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d33 actuation capabilities of the active material are used. When actuated, the plies

induce shear stresses that create the desired blade twist.

Three very important advantages are associated with the AFC blade twist tech-

nique. First, the increase of the blade mass is small, on the order of 10%. Second, this

method does not add any extra profile drag. Finally, AFCs do not add to the blade

stiffness significantly, as is the case in other previous integral actuation efforts, which

instead proposed the attachment of bulk monolithic piezoelectric material wafers to

the blade spar [5]. This characteristic allows the active plies to achieve the desirable

dynamic twist without compromising their control authority [18].

A 1/6 Mach-scale Chinook CH-47 model blade was built and tested at the MIT

spin stand facility to evaluate the feasibility of the AFCs actuation concept. The crack

propagation, delaminations, and short-circuiting between the active plies, which oc-

curred during blade manufacturing and testing, reduced the actuation performance

considerably. Other problems related to the realization of this actuation technique,

such as the immaturity of AFC technology, the need for electrical insulation of the ac-

tive plies, and the complication of blade manufacturing, make this actuation concept

inappropriate for immediate application to rotor control.

1.2.3 Discrete Actuation

Many problems are associated with helicopter blade integral actuators. The complex-

ity of the fabrication, and the high uncertainty factor related to the manufacturing of

blade integral actuation lead almost certainly to faults that can substantially lower

the performance of these actuators and make them unappealing. Thus, research in

active helicopter vibration reduction, and acoustic control is mostly directed towards

discrete, rather than integral actuation. Discrete actuators generally employ an ac-

tive stack engaged within a mechanism that amplifies the stack motion. Because the

stacks are replaceable, discrete actuation offers the possibility of updating the active

material in order to benefit from the advancements made in the field of active stack

technology. One major concern associated with discrete servo-flap actuation is the
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Figure 1-2: The torque tube actuator [6].

aerodynamic drag generated by the protruding servo-flap bracket. The result can be

some performance loss in forward flight [18].

Usually, discrete rotor blade actuation is realized with a servo-flap located on the

blade trailing edge, which is driven by a piezoelectric stack actuator mounted within

the blade spar. Adequate flap deflections for this method of blade twist are between

3 and 5 degrees, and generally, a blade configuration with a 10% span and 15% chord

flap, deflecting at 3 degrees, is expected to reduce rotor vibrations more than 70%

[18].

Apart from the X-frame design of Prechtl and Hall [34, 35, 36], shown in Figures 1-

3 and 1-4, other researchers have developed actuators for discrete blade actuation.

Bothwell et al. [6] developed a composite torque-tube with an inisotropic lay-up,

which induces extension-torsion actuation (Figure 1-2). The dissadvantage of this

coupling mechanism is that the coupling must be nearly perfect, in order to produce

an acceptable actuation efficiency [34].
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Figure 1-4: The X-frame actuator as designed for integration in the CH-47 rotor

blade. (From [35, 36].)

Samak and Chopra [40] developed a piezoelectric actuator to drive a flaperon,

which was located at the blade leading edge top surface. Appropriate flaperon deflec-

tions are expected to eliminate dynamic stall. In the flaperon actuator configuration,

the deflections of a piezoelectric stack are amplified by a lever arm, and the longitu-

dinal extension of the stack is translated into a pulling force on the control rod that

is attached to the flaperon. The same actuator was operated with electrostrictive

stacks to cause blade leading edge droop, in order to accomplish delay of dynamic

stall [40]. The piezoelectric stack was replaced by an electrostrictive stack, because

for this application the force requirements are lower.
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Figure 1-5: The Trefenol-D stack actuator. (From [9].)

Barret et al. [2] developed a solid state adaptive rotor (SSAR) system using

directionally attached piezoelectric (DAP) torque-plates that control Hiller servopad-

dles. The servopaddles change the rotor disk tilt and consequently induce changes

in the moments and forces of tilt control. In the spinning model scale rotor that

was constructed for the experimental validation of this concept, the servopaddles

demonstrated a dynamic capability larger than 2.5/rev control, and deflections of

±2.7 degrees at full rotor speed. However, this approach is not likely to work well at

the higher dynamic pressures associated with realistic Mach-scaled rotors.

Fenn et al. [9] developed the Trefenol-D stack actuator (Figure 1-5). This de-

sign consists of a lightweight titanium frame supporting two magnetostrictive stacks,

which react against each other at a shallow angle. The stack deflection results in a

chordwise motion, which in turn commands a servo-flap. The shallow angle between

the two stacks determines the amplification ratio of the mechanism, and the force and

displacement output. The major disadvantage of this design was the use of flexures

to allow for the rotational degrees of freedom at the stack ends, which are in the high

load path for this actuator. The flexures were a significant source of compliance that

reduced the expected actuator performance [34].

An actuator with efficiency comparable to that of the X-frame is the DWARF

actuator proposed by Jinker and Schimke [19, 20, 41] (Figures 1-6 and 1-7). The

DWARF actuator combines light weight with nearly optimal mechanical and mass
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Figure 1-6: The DWARF actuator. (From [20].)

Figure 1-7: Rotorblade segment with integrated DWARF actuator flap unit. (From

[20].)

efficiencies of 83% and 33%, respectively. A 0.4 kg (0.88 lb) actuator prototype

produced 720 N (158 lbf) of blocked force and 1.1 mm (43.31 mils) free stroke when

tested on the bench top. The design consists of one active stack, supported by a

diamond-shaped steel frame. The stack is supported within the diamond frame with

two stiff end caps. Its deflection causes a relative motion between the frame sides,

which can be used in the blade chordwise direction for a push-pull action on a blade

flap. The design owes its high efficiency to the innovative design of the flexures, which

allow for the relative rotation of the frame sides. A pair of flexures (instead of one)

is located at each frame end giving the necessary stiffness along the high load path,

and at the same time the bending compliance needed to allow the frames to rotate

with respect to each other.
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Finally, Straub has led the development of the biaxial actuator [48, 49], a com-

peting design to the double X-frame actuator presented in this thesis. This actuator

uses a pair of parallel piezoelectric stacks, and a series of flexure-lever arrangements

to amplify the produced motion and control a trailing-edge flap.

1.3 Thesis Objectives and Overview

1.3.1 Goals

The main goal of this thesis was to develop an improved piezoelectric actuator, based

on the X-frame actuator design by Prechtl and Hall, that has force and deflection

output adequate for vibration control in the MD-900 helicopter rotor. Bench-top

experiments were needed to determine whether the performance of the new actuator

satisfied the current application requirements. Also, simulations of blade bending,

torsion, and vibration needed to be performed, along with centrifugal tests on the

spinstand, in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the actuator performance to the

loading conditions it would encounter during nominal rotor operation.

This thesis presents the design and testing of a new actuator appropriate for

individual blade control applications through trailing edge servo-flap actuation, the

Double X-frame Actuator. The double X-frame actuator is an evolution of the original

X-frame actuator developed by Prechtl and Hall for implementation in the Chinook

CH-47 rotor blade [34, 35, 36], and is intended for wind tunnel and flight testing on

the MD-900 Explorer helicopter. An isometric view of the double X-frame actuator

assembly is shown in Figure 1-9. It can be seen in this figure that the new actuator

consists of two single X-frames operating in opposition. Photographs of the machined

prototypes are shown in Figure 1-10.

All the major improvements to the design presented in this thesis are easily seen

in Figures 1-9 and 1-8. The first and most important improvement is that the new

actuator consists of two single X-frames, which are assembled so that they operate in

opposition. Three advantages emanate from this X-frame layout. First, the actuator
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can now accommodate four piezoelectric stacks, instead of two. This doubles the ac-

tuator force output, and increases the actuation authority. Second, the stack preload

does not need to be applied externally to the actuator along the high load path with

the use of the control rod, as was the case in the original X-frame design. The preload

is applied internally to the actuator by the differential motion of the inner frames, and

can be adjusted with the use of a shim insert, which in the new configuration is not

in the actuation path. This leads to the third and most important benefit, the fact

that in the event of an electrical failure in the actuator system, the actuator returns

to its equilibrium position, so that the servo-flap returns to its trimmed position. In

the operation of the original X-frame actuator, the same event would force the blade

trailing edge servo-flap to deflect downward.

The second important improvement accomplished in the design of the double X-

frame actuator is the modification of the inner and outer frame side geometry, which

in the X-frame actuator design had the shape of a rectangle. In the new actuator,

the frame sides are given a diamond shape, which allows them to be thinner, but at

the same time exhibit the stiffness necessary for good actuator performance. This is

done by preserving the same frame side average cross-sectional area with a thinner

cross-sectional thickness. The thinner frame sides enable the placement of the double

X-frame actuator in the MD-900 blade cross-section. At the same time, the thinner

frame sides allow for wider stack cross-sections, and therefore for higher density, larger

force/stroke outputs, and improved actuator efficiency.

The third refinement associated with the double X-frame design is the new cen-

trifugal flexure design, which serves as the pivot for the inner and outer frame relative

rotation. The three-flexure pivot mechanism designed by Prechtl and Hall for the X-

frame actuator is replaced by a new pivot configuration. The new design eliminates

the excessive bending moments, due to centrifugal loads, that would be applied to

the flexures of the original X-frame design.

The last improvement over the original X-frame configuration is the necking down

of each inner frame end. This allows the outer frame guides to be made shorter to

accommodate the inner frame travel, and the actuator becomes more compact and can
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be placed further forward towards the leading edge of the blade. Consequently, the

blade center of gravity can be preserved at the quarter chord location, with beneficial

effects on the blade inertial properties.

1.3.2 Thesis organization

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the research performed by Prechtl and Hall

on optimal stack actuator design, which led to the X-frame actuation concept. The

requirements for the MD-900 Explorer helicopter actuation application, and the con-

siderations, which resulted in the development of the double X-frame actuator are

presented. The finalized double X-frame configuration is described in detail, along

with the developed preload methodology, and the in-blade mounting technique. The

chapter also includes a discussion of the alternative double X-frame configuration

considered during the design process.

In Chapter 3, the analytical tools developed in the course of this thesis to predict

the performance of the new actuator are described, and the performance predictions

obtained are presented. Also, the experimental data collected during actuator testing

in the Boeing laboratories at Mesa, AZ, and at the spinstand of the University of

Maryland, are reported and analyzed. The chapter ends with a comparison between

analytical and experimental data.

Finally, Chapter 4 concludes the thesis by summarizing the improvements and

accomplishments of the double X-frame actuator. The chapter presents recommen-

dations for further development of the design, and proposes alternative applications

that the discussed actuation concept can find in the area of solid state actuation

technology.

Two appendices follow the four chapters discussed above. Appendix A presents

the mechanical drawings of the new actuator, which were used for the manufacturing

of the actuator prototype. Appendix B gives the sequence of steps for the actuator

assembly.
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Figure 1-8: Perspective view of the double X-frame actuator assembly.
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Figure 1-9: Top and rear view of the double X-frame actuator.
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Figure 1-10: X-frame as manufactured. (a) Inner frame. (b) Outer frame. (c) Inner

and outer frames assembled, with flexure. Only one "X" of the double X-frame is

shown.
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Chapter 2

The Double X-frame Actuator

Design

This chapter presents the design of a high efficiency discrete piezoelectric actuator

for helicopter rotor blade control, the double X-frame actuator. The new actuator,

as designed and manufactured, is shown in Figures 1-9 and 1-10, respectively. A

brief description of the rationale that led to the development of the double-X frame

actuator follows in this section.

The new actuator was designed for implementation (wind tunnel and flight testing)

in an MD-900 Explorer rotor blade, and was based on the amplification mechanism

already designed at MIT by Prechtl and Hall [34, 35, 36], the original X-frame actuator

(Figure 1-4). Prechtl and Hall's actuator used two crossed frames (the "X") to amplify

the motion of two piezoelectric stacks. The frames are allowed to rotate about a

pivot point at one end, and translate freely at the other. A prototype of the X-frame

actuator was previously constructed, and its high efficiency has been verified on the

benchtop and in a spinning Mach scaled CH-47 blade [15, 37].

Although originally designed for a helicopter rotor, the original X-frame is not

suitable for the MD-900. Simple scaling of the X-frame actuator to meet the energy

requirements of the current MD-900 rotor control application would result in an

actuator size that would exceed the size allowed by the cross-sectional area of the

MD-900 blade. Or equivalently, if the X-frame actuator lengths were scaled in order
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for the actuator to fit within the volume available in the MD-900 blade, the force and

stroke output would have been inferior to those required for the MD-900 rotor control

application. Consequently, the X-frame actuator design had to undergo a number of

modifications in order to meet the energy requirements for the new application.

The most substantial innovation in the new design is the use of two cooperating

X-frames to accommodate four stacks, and therefore increase the work output of the

actuator. The X-frames are engaged at their output ends by a rolling contact, and

operate in opposition. In this way, the achievable force output is doubled. Another

implication of this arrangement is that the stack preload is not applied externally to

the actuator through the actuation path, but internally. That is, the configuration is

now push-pull, which means that in the absence of power, the actuator is forced to

return to neutral.

The second major innovation in the new design is the change from rectangular

frame sides to diamond shaped ones, in order to thin down the frame sides without

reducing their stiffness, and to increase the allowable active material volume, and

thus, increasing the available internal energy.

The third important innovation is the replacement of the flexure mechanism used

in the X-frame by a pivot design. This new design eliminates the high bending

moments previously applied to the pivot flexures, due to centrifugal loading in the

rotating blade.

The fourth innovation is the thinning down of the inner frames in their output

side to allow for shorter outer frame guides. This allows a better form factor in the

design, and the actuator can be placed further forward toward the blade leading edge.

The blade mass distribution achieved with a forward placement of the actuator in the

blade is beneficial for blade inertial effects.

This chapter presents the actuator requirements, the design process, and the im-

provements introduced with the new design. Also, blade integration, and actuator

preload are described.
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2.1 Performance Indices

Weight has always been a central issue in aerospace design. For the present applica-

tion, the weight of the actuator is of primary concern. Because the actuator will be

subject to large centrifugal forces, small changes in the actuator weight can have a

large effect on the required blade structure. Therefore, it is crucial that the actuator

weight be as low as possible, with the required force and stroke. Prechtl and Hall

[34] introduced the concept of mass efficiency to compare the relative effectiveness of

different actuation concepts. This section presents the performance metrics used for

discrete helicopter actuator design.

2.1.1 Mechanical and Mass Efficiency

A generic discrete actuator consists of active elements, which are source of motion

for the actuator; and of the inert elements, which amplify the motion. Inert elements

also provide other functionality, such as providing attachment points. In addition to

amplifying the motion, the inert frame of the actuator is a source of compliance and

therefore, of mechanical losses. The influence of frame compliance on energy loss is

quantified by the mechanical efficiency of the actuator, defined as

1 Kaq 2r/mech i (2.1)
2EactE

2 Vact

where Ka is the actuator stiffness at its output, qf is the free displacement also

measured at the actuator output; Eact and Vact are the Young's modulus and the

volume of the active material used; and E is the corresponding active stack induced

strain. The mechanical efficiency of an active device is, therefore, the ratio of the

usable energy produced at the output of the device to the internal energy available in

the active material used in the device., Alternatively, the mechanical efficiency of an

actuator including active members can be defined as the ratio of the actuator stiffness

at its output to the stiffness that would be measured at the same location, had the

actuator compliance been due to the active stacks only, so that

ka
7mech a 2 ' (2.2)

kact /A 2
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where A is the amplification ratio. Generally, more massive inert frames would have

a higher stiffness, and would increase the actuator stiffness at its output, Ka. This

in turn, would increase the numerator in the ratio of Equation 2.14, so that the

mechanical efficiency is higher as well. However, weight is heavily penalized in devices

intended for helicopter applications. Therefore, increasing the inert frame mass is not

the appropriate way to increase the mechanical performance of an actuator.

It is clear that a metric that can capture the trade-off between increased actuator

mass and improved actuator performance would be useful for any design process.

Hall and Prechtl [34] defined such a metric, the mass efficiency. Prechtl and Hall

augmented the notion of mechanical efficiency by multiplying it with the ratio of

active element mass, Mact, to total actuator mass, Mtet. The mass efficiency of an

active device is thus defined as

Kaq act
r/mass - -f act (2.3)

MAt !Eact'E2act

Hence, mechanical efficiency is the ratio of actuator energy to stack energy, while

mass efficiency is the ratio of actuator energy density to stack energy density. The

mass efficiency measures the performance of the actuator design, and simplifies the

comparison of different actuators.

2.1.2 Mass Efficiency Upper Limit

Prechtl and Hall's additional contribution to actuator design is the derivation of the

maximum mass efficiency, that can be achieved by an actuator, with a given active-to-

inert area ratio. The upper bound as presented here as originally derived by Prechtl

and Hall [34].

In order to begin the analysis, the simplistic model of an active amplification

mechanism as shown in

Figure 2-1 is considered. An active stack is engaged with a 100% efficient and

conservative stroke amplifier. Both react against a supporting frame. We make the

idealistic assumption that the material supporting the amplification mechanism, and

that the end plate reacting the loads at the end of the stack, are infinitely stiff and
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(a) (b)

Figure 2-1: (a) Generic concept of stack/inert frame actuator. (b) Idealized concept

of stack/inert frame actuator. (From [34].)

have zero mass. In Figure 2-1, these regions of perfect material are indicated by

shading. We also assume that the white regions are the only spanning members of

the structure and, as the figure implies, that the stack and the inert frame have the

same length L. Let us denote by Eact, Ef, pact, Pf, Aact and Af the modulus, density

and cross-sectional area of the active and frame materials, respectively. With a slight

rearrangement of the stack and the inert frame placement in Figure 2-1, it is easy to

view this generic model as a series of two springs, each with stiffness equal to that of

stack, Kact, and frame stiffness, Kf. The stiffness of this springs series is then given

by

Ka= KactK . (2.4)
Kact + Kf

If we account for the amplification ratio, A, then the stiffness at the actuator output

is equal to

1 KactKf
Ka = (2.5)

A 2 Kact + Kf

The free deflection of the actuator is

qf = eLA , (2.6)

and the active stack and total actuator mass are

Mact = LAactPact (2.7)

and

Mtet = (Afpf + Aactpact)L , (2.8)
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respectively. Substitution of the above relations into the mass efficiency definition

yields

1 1
amass + EactAact ( Pf Af(1± A) (1(I± EA)(l 29

Ef Af Pact Aact pA

where EA = (EactAact)/(EfAf), and pA = (pfAf)/(pactAact). Optimizing the resulting

mass efficiency, rimass, with respect to the area ratio, A, yields the optimum area ratio

1
A* = V=E .(2.10)

To find the optimum mass efficiency for a device incorporating active elements, which

react against an inert frame, we substitute the optimum area ratio, A*, into Equa-

tion 2.9, which yields

* 1
(1 + /)2 (2.11)

where a is the ratio of active-material-specific-elastic-modulus to the frame-material-

specific-elastic-modulus, so that

Estack/Pstack _ (2.12)
Eframe/pframe P

The actuator mechanical efficiency for the above derived optimum area ratio is then

?)nch '7nas= 1 ±' (2.13)TImech = n/mass +V,-

Equation 2.13 represents an upper bound on the mass efficiency that can be accom-

plished by a device employing an active stack, which reacts against an inert frame.

Common material selection diagrams [1], which display material Young's modulus

versus material density, can be modified to include constant mechanical efficiency

and constant cross-sectional area contours. Prechtl and Hall [34] modified one of

the plots for material selection given by Ashby [1], for an actuator using Edo EC-98

stacks, as shown in Figure 2.1.2. This modification however, can be done for any

type of active material. The constant area lines in such a diagram are of significant

importance when an area constraint exists for the design, as is the case for helicopter

actuators.
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Figure 2-2: Young's modulus versus density for possible frame materials. (Original

diagram taken from [1]; modified diagram taken from [34].)

Also, such material diagrams are a valuable aid in surveys for the optimum frame

material. The plot of Figure 2.1.2 indicates that exotic materials, such as Tung-

sten Carbide-cobalt (WC-Co), can result in very high mass efficiencies. Nevertheless,

other factors, such as cost, manufacturability, toxicity, brittleness, longevity and co-

efficients of thermal expansion have to be considered as well. This way, material

diagrams of higher dimensionality can be constructed to incorporate a number of

criteria considered during the design process [34].

2.2 Actuator Design Requirements

Other issues encountered during active actuator design are the output requirements

the device has to satisfy for its target application, the material properties that the ac-
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tive material employed should possess in order to optimize the actuator performance,

and the integration of the actuator within the blade.

2.2.1 Discrete Actuation Requirements

Generally, discrete actuators developed for helicopter rotor control applications must

be capable of the following deliverables [34]:

Force. The actuator must be capable of reacting servo-flap operational hinge

moments.

Stroke. The actuator must be capable of producing ±5 degrees of flap motion.

Bandwidth. The actuator must be capable of Higher Harmonic Control (> 6/rev).

Mass. The actuator should not increase the total blade mass by more than 20%.

The actuation mass is very important, because rotor modes are dynamically tuned

to avoid the rotation frequency Q, and its harmonics NQ [18].

Integration. The actuator must fit within the rotor blade and must not introduce

inertial imbalance.

Lifetime. The actuator must be designed for a fatigue lifetime longer than

200,000,000 cycles.

Environment. The actuator performance should not be affected by the normal

temperature, loading, and vibration conditions encountered during helicopter flight.

2.2.2 Optimal Discrete Actuator Design Axioms

For active rotor control applications, an amplification mechanism is essential to mag-

nify the low stroke of active materials, when an electric field is applied to them. This

section summarizes the findings of the trade study Prechtl and Hall [34] conducted

on various discrete actuator concepts in order to establish the design principles that

govern the development of any high efficiency actuation mechanism. These axioms

can alternatively serve as requirements for efficient discrete actuator design:

Planar Actuators. The first planar actuator was the piezoelectric bender [44].

Despite the promise of this first design, a number problems are associated with it and
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planar actuators in general. Apart from blade integration difficulties, the transverse

piezoelectric effect, d31, exploited in planar actuators to cause the desired deflections,

is also too low for blade flap control as already discussed in Chapter 1. Therefore,

discrete actuation mechanisms that exploit the longitudinal piezoelectric effect of

active stacks, d33, are more suitable for rotor blade control.

Coupling Mechanisms. Coupling mechanisms exploit the coupling between two

different types of motion to achieve amplification [18, 6]. Amplification through cou-

pling is a highly inefficient technique, as Prechtl and Hall [34] show in the numerical

analysis they conducted for a generic coupling mechanism. Their results indicate that

the efficiency of a coupling amplification mechanism is very low unless the coupling is

nearly perfect. It is characteristic that for a coupling parameter of 99% an optimum

coupling efficiency of only 75% is achieved, while in order for the optimum coupling

efficiency to reach a level of 97%, an almost impractical coupling parameter of 99.99%

is required.

Flexures. Flexures add bending stiffness and restrict the desired motion when

used to permit rotational degrees of freedom. At the same time, flexures introduce

losses in the system by wasting stack energy when placed in the load actuation path,

due to their high compliance in axial loading. Rolling contacts can be used in the place

of flexures to achieve the same design goal. The contact losses this that technique

adds to the system are negligible.

Bending. Bending of the actuator members should be avoided because it is a

significant source of compliance. Since the bending stiffness increases with mass, an

actuator needs members of higher mass in order to use bending to efficiently amplify

motion or transfer loads. This would increase the total actuator weight as well. For

this reason, bender and lever actuators are not efficient amplification mechanisms for

light weight actuation applications.

Compressive Pre-Load. Piezoelectric stacks are brittle, and have a low ultimate

strength under tension. For this reason, stacks need to be prestressed in compression

to avoid failure in tension. Also, a number of studies show that the work that active

stacks deliver depends on compressive preload and, that there exists a compressive
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condition that maximizes the work output of the stacks [31, 32]. Preloading is also

needed for the elimination of mechanical backlash in the actuator assembly.

Self-Reacting Actuators. It is desired that the actuator returns to its neutral

position in the absence of power, so that it can drive the the blade flap to its trimmed

position.

Simplicity. The actuator design should be functional but plain, and composed of

as few parts as possible so that it can be easily machined, assembled and maintained.

Form Factor. The actuator should be shaped appropriately for the available

space.

Thermal Stability. Actuators intended for helicopter applications need to op-

erate over a wide range of temperatures. Therefore, actuator performance should not

be sensitive to temperature variations.

Linearity. It is desired that actuators be linear in their response to allow for the

use of standard linear modeling and control techniques.

2.2.3 Active Material Requirements

Several studies have been performed on active materials to determine the material

behavior for which an actuator can achieve its optimal performance [34, 18, 51, 48].

The following requirements have been established for the evaluation of different active

materials:

Energy Density. The energy density of an active material is defined as

Uact =Eacte2 (2.14)
pact

and represents the specific strain energy, i.e., the strain energy per unit mass that an

active material can yield. The product of the mass efficiency, 7mech, of an actuation

configuration with the energy density of the active material employed, Uact, gives

the work per unit mass, i.e., the specific work the actuator is capable of delivering.

Therefore, a larger amount of work can be produced by the same actuation mechanism

when, for its active members, a material with higher energy density is used. Further,

the higher the mechanical efficiency of an actuator configuration, the greater the
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amount of work accomplished when identical active elements are employed by the

design.

Maximum Strain. Higher strains correspond to larger stack deflections, and

thus to lower amplification ratios for the actuator to achieve the desired displacement.

Also, because energy density is directly dependent on the induced strain, 6, that the

active material can undergo, materials capable of larger induced strains are preferable

for more effective actuation.

Bandwidth. Since frequencies higher than (N + 1)/rev (where N is the number

of blades) are necessary for higher harmonic control of a helicopter rotor, the active

materials considered must be capable of high bandwidths for fast response to control

inputs.

Longevity. Active stacks are usually made of ceramic, and are therefore brittle

materials. This makes them very sensitive to the fatigue conditions actuators en-

counter during operation in helicopter rotors. Stack longevity is thus a crucial issue

in actuator design.

Technical Maturity. The active materials used must have been previously proof

tested in other applications, so that enough experience and knowledge regarding their

operation and performance are available.

Linearity. Usually, linear control algorithms are employed for control in heli-

copter applications. Therefore, active materials with a linear or close to linear behav-

ior are easier to integrate into such a control scheme. It would be very difficult, and

probably inefficient, to couple the dynamics of a highly non-linear active stack with

the dynamics of a linear controller.

Sensitivity to temperature and humidity. The temperature of the environ-

ment and the level of humidity in the atmosphere can affect the performance of an

active material. Because the operation of active stacks is flight-critical, and because

helicopters encounter a wide range of environmental conditions in their lifetime, ma-

terials that are insensitive to environmental conditions are preferable for this type of

application.
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Cost. The cost of an active material should be weighed against the improvements

its use could introduce.

2.2.4 Blade Integration Requirements

Except for the requirements related to actuator performance, requirements pertain-

ing to the integrability of the discrete actuator within the rotor blade must also be

addressed [35]. These are:

Accessibility. The actuator should be accessible for repair, maintenance, and

upgarding purposes. Also, access to the actuator must be feasible without damage of

the blade.

Independence. The active blade manufacturing must be independent of the

actuator placement, so that actuator mounting within the blade takes place when the

blade is almost complete. Blade construction would be very difficult should the blade

need to be laid out around the discrete actuator.

Self Reacting Configurations. The actuator should not depend on the rotor

blade for the reaction of its actuation loads. If a compliant blade member reacts

the actuator loads, then additional compliance is accumulated in the actuator design,

more than the estimated actuation energy is wasted, and the actuator performance

is diminished. Also, if the actuator is mounted on an excessively stiff blade section,

then the possibility of vibration induced actuation exists due to blade vibrations.

Blade Mounting. The actuator should be constrained so that out-of-plane and

lead-lag blade accelerations do not induce actuation.

Self Balancing. Compressive depoling must be avoided. Therefore, it is prefer-

able that the actuator configuration be such that the centrifugal loading is equally

distributed among its active members.

2.3 The X-Frame Actuator

An isometric view of the X-frame actuator is shown in Figure 1-8. The actuator

consists of two piezoelectric stacks, two steel frames, and a pivot-flexure mechanism.
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The two frames have unequal widths. The width of the inner frame is small enough to

fit within the outer frame. The piezoelectric stacks are engaged inside the steel frames,

which are criss-crossed in the shape of a shallow "X". The frames are constrained by

a pivot-flexure mechanism at one end of the actuator, denoted as the pivot end of

the actuator. This mechanism allows the two frames to rotate freely with respect to

each other, keeps the two frame ends apart by a constant distance, and equilibrates

the stack loads. The flexure-pivot mechanism extends to a flange, through which the

actuator is mounted to the blade spar.

When an electric field is applied to the piezoelectric stacks causing them to expand,

a linear motion is produced at the other end of the actuator, denoted as the actuator's

output end. If the outer frame is not allowed any freedom of motion, all of the linear

displacement will occur at the output end of the inner frame. Specifically, when the

stacks expand, the frames close at the output end of the actuator; when the stacks

contract, the frames open up.

In the X-frame actuator prototype, the outer frame endplate is extended with

guides. The inner frames slide within the guides, and proper frame alignment is

maintained without restraints on the inner frame motion.

Spherical stack end-caps are attached at both stack end sides to allow the free

rotation of the stacks with respect to the frames. The stacks are centered inside the

frame pockets with retention pins.

Finally, the actuator is designed for bolted connection to the blade through the

pivot flexure mechanism at its outboard side as described above, and for sliding

contact at its inboard side. The sliding contact ensures that loading induced by blade

deformations is avoided.

The stroke amplification of the X-frame truss is set by the relative angle between

the frame side members and the stack axes, 0, by the relation

A =_ . (2.15)
tan 0

This relation shows that larger amplifications are achieved with shallower angles be-

tween stacks and frames. However, stack and frame sizing set a limit on the minimum
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values this angle can take. The X-frame prototype was designed for a 7.766 degrees

angle, which yields a 14.7:1 amplification factor. The relative angle between stack

and frame axes is assumed to remain constant at the output end of the actuator. The

maximum induced strain active materials are capable of is about 2000 pe. Over this

actuation range, the above assumption holds. Since this angle determines the ampli-

fication ratio, the amplification remains constant throughout the entire operational

range of the actuator [34].

The X-frame actuator, as designed for the 1/6 Mach-scale CH-47 application,

delivered 20.4 lbf peak-to-peak blocked force and 0.064 in peak-to-peak free displace-

ment [35]. The mass and mechanical efficiencies of the prototype are 30.7% and

53.6%, respectively, while the optimum values for these quantities are 50.5% and

71%, respectively [34].

2.4 The Double X-Frame Actuator Design

The X-frame actuator design satisfies many of the optimal discrete actuator char-

acteristics outlined in Section 2.2. First, the X-frame actuator is a simple linear

amplification mechanism with a high amplification ratio (15:1) and a near optimal

performance. It is compact with a very good form factor, and therefore, it can easily

be fitted within the spar of a helicopter blade. The design is simple, the actuator

consists of very few parts, and it can accommodate many types of active material.

Pre-loads can also be easily applied.

Two more reasons make the actuator ideal for rotor control applications. First,

actuation happens transversely to the stack axis, because the stacks are aligned in

the spanwise direction of the blade. Therefore, stacks are subject to constant com-

pression by the centripetal loads generated during rotor operation. Second, stack and

frame bending is eliminated by the use of rolling contacts, rather than flexures in the

actuation path, which offers the actuator its high mass efficiency.

The single X-frame, however, was designed for implementation in a CH-47 blade.

The current objective is to have an equally highly high efficient actuator, subject to
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the design constraints of the MD-900 control application. The design trades and the

current actuation requirements for this application are presented in the subsequent

sections.

2.4.1 Design Trades: Sizing, Performance, Mass Properties,

Fit

The objective of the current thesis is the development of an actuator appropriate for

wind tunnel and flight testing on an MD-900 helicopter. In order to meet the stroke

and force requirements for the current application, the discrete actuator was designed

to achieve blocked force greater than ±43 lb peak-to-peak and free motion ±0.032 in

peak-to-peak for open loop control, and blocked force greater than ±86 lb peak-to-

peak and free motion ±0.064 in peak-to-peak for closed loop control, at maximum

actuator field. Here, closed loop control corresponds to flight test actuation, and open

loop corresponds to bench-top actuation. The higher closed loop actuation demands

are due to the higher actuation authority that is required, due to maneuvering during

flight.

Use of two single X-frames. As can be inferred for the higher stroke and force

demands of the MD-900 Explorer application (when compared to the CH-47 Chinook

requirements [34]), an actuator with a higher total energy capability than the X-

frame actuator needs to be designed. The 1/6 Mach-scale single X-frame prototype

was capable of ±10.4 lb blocked force and ±0.032 in free stroke at maximum field [35].

With simple geometric scaling, this actuator, as designed for the Mach scale CH-47

rotor blade, would meet the requirements of the current actuation application. It is

expected that a scaling factor between two and three for the stack lengths would give

an actuator that would produce the desired energy (force x stroke) output. However,

such scaling would yield an actuator larger than the total MD-900 blade cross-section.

The first major modification to the original X-frame actuator design was thus

introduced. If the scaling factor 2 was used for the single X-frame, then the actuator

would almost fit within the given blade space, and would satisfy the free stroke output
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requirement. However, the force output would be half of the required force output.

Doubling of the actuator force was achieved with the use of two cooperating single

X-frames. For this reason, the new actuator was given the name "double x-frame

actuator." In order to combine the actuator outputs, the two X-frames had to be

configured to work in opposition. With this innovation, the new X-frame actuator

satisfies the energy requirement for rotor control in the MD-900 helicopter.

The simplest and most efficient way to achieve the coupling of the two co-operating

X-frames was through a rolling contact between the two inner frames at their output

end. (See drawing DX-001, Appendix A.) For this type of contact, one of the inner

frames had to be designed with a spherical depression at its output end. For manu-

facturing simplicity and wear resistance, two inserts, one flat and one spherical, are

assembled with the two inner frames at the output side of the actuator. This coupling

eliminates the actuator sensitivity to blade deformations, and allows the necessary

kinematic degrees-of-freedom for actuator operation.

The coupling of two single X-frames is one of the major improvements incorporated

into the new design to increase its reliability over the original X-frame actuator design.

It enables the internal application of preload to the actuator by the differential motion

of the two inner frames. The problematic prestressed-wire method of the single X-

frame design is thus eliminated.

The operation of the double X-frame actuator is identical to that of the single X-

frame actuator. The inner frames are engaged at their free ends by a rolling contact.

When the voltages applied to the stacks are of opposite polarity, the force output of

the double X-frame is double that of the single-X. A rod attached to a tang located

at the output side of the inboard inner frame controls the blade flap.

In this configuration, the double-X frame actuator is self-equilibrated in the load

path direction. Additionally, the preload can be applied internally to the actuator.

In the original X-frame actuator, a prestressed control wire was used to apply the

preload through the servo-flap and thus, a stack or control rod failure would deflect

the flap to its maximum angle. The double X-frame actuator however, will return to

its nominal position in the presence of a mechanical or electrical failure, driving the
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Figure 2-3: The side-by-side configuration for the double X-frame actuator.

blade flap to the trimmed position.

Alternative Actuator Configurations: The Side-By-Side Configuration.

One alternative configuration was considered for the double X-frame actuator design,

the side-by-side configuration. An isometric view of the double-X frame actuator in

the side-by-side configuration is shown in Figure 2-3. In this arrangement, the com-

mon outer frame is constrained within the blade spar and all the motion is obtained

at the inner frame ends. The inner frames are not directly engaged with each other,

but a linkage is needed to couple their operation and adjust the preload.

The major drawback of this configuration is that two X-frame actuators share

a common outer frame. This makes the design of the respective pivot mechanism

very challenging. A complicated design is necessary in this case to achieve actuation

equilibrium between the two stack pairs, and to balance high centrifugal loads at

the same time. This multitask mechanism is shown in Figure 2-3 as it was initially

conceived. To make its assembly with the outer frame possible, it consists of two

separate pieces. The bolt connections were the two parts are joined are additional

sources of compliance.

Due to these weakness, the side-by-side arrangement would not be appropriate for

rotor control applications. However, the side-by-side configuration has the advantage
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of being very compact. This permits the placement of two double X-frame actuators

in a single pocket to quadruple the output of a single X-frame.

Frame Sides: The diamond shape. The energy requirements of the MD-

900 control application yield a scaling factor of about two for each of the X-frames

involved in the configuration. The volumetric constraint imposed by the blade di-

mensions is nevertheless violated by the scaling factor of 2 that used for each of the

two single x-frame actuators. The frame thickness in the X-frame actuator is equal

to 0.02 in. Scaling of the frames in the CH-47 design would result (including the

clearance between the frames) in optimum steel frames 0.18 in thick. Since, the avail-

able internal volume in the MD-900 blade is proportionally smaller than that of the

Chinook CH-47 rotor blade, the four side members of a single "X" alone would take

up all the space available in the current blade section. A significant decrease of the

scaled X-frame dimensions was therefore necessary to allow for the X-frame actuator

to fit in the MD-900 blade. Since decreasing the stack cross-section would lead to

buckling of the stacks under normal actuator operation, adequate reduction of the

frame side thickness was therefore crucial, in order for the total actuator thickness to

be tailored to the allowable by the MD-900 spar size.

However, thinner frame sides would introduce compliance to the system, and thus

reduce the actuator performance. Such stiffness loss of the frame sides was recovered

with a modification on the original rectangular shape of the X-frame actuator frame

sides. The frame sides were instead given the diamond shape seen in Figure 3-5. The

chosen shape allows for almost the same average cross-sectional area along the frame

side length, and as a result, most of the frame stiffness is retained. A detailed analysis

regarding the frame side sizing for stiffness optimization is presented in Section 3.1.2.

This analysis shows that the modified frame stiffness is about 95% of the stiffness that

rectangular frame sides would deliver. The above described process can alternatively

be viewed as reduction of the frame side thickness to allow for larger active stack

volumes, and thus, increased total energy.

Another way to achieve the desired frame thickness without compromising its

stiffness is the use of higher modulus materials to allow for thinner side members.
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Materials other than steel have been considered, such as Tungsten-Carbide Cobalt

(WC-Co) and Beryllium (Be). Both would deliver the desired design requirements.

Beryllium, however, is a toxic material, and special care needs to be taken for its

machining and processing. Tungsten-Carbide-Cobalt (WC-Co) appeared as the best

alternative choice over steel. The Young's modulus, E, for this material is 3.2 times

that of steel, and the specific modulus of elasticity is about 69% greater than that

of steel. Therefore, in addition to the advantages of economizing in volume and size,

better actuator performance than that with steel frames is expected when the frames

are manufactured from WC-Co, due to the higher specific modulus of this material.

An analysis performed on the double X-frame actuator incorporating WC-Co

frames, and stacks with 1800 pe maximum strain and Young's modulus of 6.0 Msi,

showed an expected actuator free deflection of ±54 mils peak-to-peak, and a force

output of ±135 lbf peak-to-peak. The estimated actuator weight was on the order of

1.3 lb. Stacks of higher maximum induced strain capabilities or of higher stiffness,

assembled with WC-Co frames, would yield outputs that would greatly exceed the

specification of the MD-900 application.

Nevertheless, a large number of drawbacks are associated with the use of both bulk

and of manufactured WC-Co, not the least of which is the cost. Because of its high

hardness and brittleness, WC-Co is a very difficult alloy to machine. There are only

a limited number of materials appropriate for such a machining task. This suggests

that a part made of WC-Co can only be machined by tools made of harder materials.

Appart from the cost penalty, the complexity factor of fabricating WC-Co frames

is an additional limitation. Conventional machining processes are intended for less

demanding structural materials, and the brittleness of WC-Co makes this assignment

very delicate. Machining details such as threads would be a challenging job as well,

since threads are usually made by conventional taps. Furthermore, sophisticated tools

would be necessary for this manufacturing process, due to the actuator frame-size.

Other significant disadvantages associated with the use of WC-Co for the frame

material is that there exists the danger of frame damage during handling, due to the

brittleness of the material. However, frames should be safe after being integrated in
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the blade.

In summary, mating the WC-Co frames with steel components to get the desired

features, such as flexures, would be very challenging. Although the finite element

method is a promising approach for the investigation of material mismatching and

design optimization, the use of WC-Co is still too risky for this application.

Inner Frame End Plate Modification. In both the single and double X-frame

actuators, the inner frame free ends slide inside the outer frame extended guides. To

accommodate the entire motion of the inner frame at the actuator output end, the

outer frame guides have to be appropriately long. The total guide length is equal

to the inner frame travel, plus the width of the inner frame end. At the same time,

though, the length of the outer frame guides determines the placement of the actuator

relative to the blade's leading edge. Therefore, inner frames with thinner ends would

allow for shorter outer frame guides, and consequently, for a well forward placement

of the actuator inside the rotor blade spar.

In the double X-frame actuator configuration, the inner frames were designed with

their output ends necked down to allow for shorter outer frame guides. The double

X-frame actuator is therefore not constrained in its placement by its outer frame

dimensions. It can be placed well forward within the blade cross-section, and the

blade's center of mass can be preserved at the quarter chord location.

Frame Manufacturing. The frames were milled out of stainless steel. Each

frame was constructed from four parts, two ends, and two identical diamond shaped

plates, the frame sides. The separate pieces were welded together to construct the

inner and outer frames. The welding line was located at some distance from the

vicinity of the ends, so that the connections would remain unaffected from the stress

concentration that develops between frame ends and frame sides. The frames were

heat-treated to recover the material homogeneity and eliminate any residual stresses,

and the surfaces around the welds were ground and polished.

The frames were assembled from separate parts to allow unconventional high pre-

cision machining techniques to be used for the fabrication of spherical cavities on the

frame ends. Electrical discharge machining (EDM) was used to construct this frame
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feature.

Alternatively, the frame sides can be attached to the ends by brazing. This man-

ufacturing technique permits the joining of dissimilar materials. Thus, materials of

higher specific stiffness, such as WC-Co, can be used for the frame sides, while other

materials are used for the ends. The use of a stiffer material allows for frame sides

of the desired thickness and stiffness maintaining at the same time the original rect-

angular shape. As discussed in the preceding section, the increased frame stiffness

could further improve the actuator performance.

Pivot-Flexure Mechanism. The centrifugal flexure of the X-frame actuator

in the design by Prechtl an Hall [35] serves as the pivot mechanism for the relative

rotation of the inner frames. It consists of three flexures, two of them called pivot

flexures, which offer the rotational degrees of freedom for the proper operation of

the actuator, and separate the frames by a constant distance. The third flexure,

called the centrifugal (CF) flexure, balances the centrifugal loads that are applied

to the actuator during blade operation. This T-shaped structure has to react the

centrifugal load applied on the stacks and the actuation loads, both of which are

translated as moments to the flexures. The 700 g centrifugal acceleration present

during the MD-900 blade operation yield a combined shear load for the pivot flexures

higher than the ultimate strength of the flexure material. A modification on the

design of the original centrifugal flexure was therefore necessary to reduce the stress

level to a safe value.

The new pivot-flexure mechanism is shown in drawing DX-005 of the Appendix

and in Figure 2-4. The CF flexure is retained, but the pivot flexures were replaced by

a cylinder, which allows the rotational degrees of freedom for frame relative rotation.

The cylinder is not sensitive to buckling or to bending moments due to centrifugal

accelerations, and the shear loads acting on it are reduced because of its increased

thickness. Therefore, the new pivot-flexure mechanism is more robust against static

and fatigue loading.
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Figure 2-4: (a) The improved double X-frame centrifugal flexure. (b) The centrifu-

gal flexure as designed for the original X-frame actuator.

2.4.2 Stack Sizing and Selection

The total capability of the actuator depends on the stack technology as well. Nev-

ertheless, stack properties only constitute a metric for stack selection, and not a

criterion for actuator design evaluation. For the double X-frame actuator, only piezo-

electric stacks were considered. An active material survey performed by Hall and

Prechtl [34] for the X-frame design concluded that piezoelectric stacks would be the

preferable longitudinal actuation system, since other material types considered proved

to be inappropriate for helicopter blade control applications. Other active material

types considered were shape memory alloys, and electrostrictive and magnetostric-

tive materials. Shape memory alloys are high energy density materials, but have

limited bandwidths. Electrostrictive materials have very low energy densities, and

exhibit strong electric field- and temperature-dependent nonlinearities. Finally, mag-

netostrictive alloys, when compared to piezoelectric stack actuators, have a lower

energy density [34].

A stack actuator consists of multiple stack segments. Each stack segment is made

of layers of electroceramic material (the wafers), with electrodes interleaved between

them. For the bulk material, the amount of displacement is proportional to the
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length of the stack and the electric field applied. The wafers are used to get high field

at moderate voltage. Thinner layers enable lower voltage operation. Mechanically,

the wafers are connected in series. Electrically, the wafers are connected in parallel.

Therefore, the operating voltage is the same for each wafer, and the total stack

segment displacement equals the sum of the individual wafer displacements. The

stroke specification for an active stack is then achieved by using the necessary number

of stack segments with the appropriate cross-sectional area. Since the stack stiffness

is proportional to its cross-sectional area, and inversely proportional to its length,

the stack cross-sectional area is determined by the desired actuator stiffness for the

anticipated loading conditions.

Stack Types and Fabrication. Two types of stack actuators are available in

the market: glued and cofired [46, 47, 18]. Glued (or plate-through) stacks consist

of sintered and highly densified wafers of ceramic material. Ceramic wafers and

electrodes are bonded together in a precision die with the use of an adhesive epoxy.

Plate-through stacks are manufactured so that the electrodes between wafers are

extended through the entire stack thickness. For increased electrical conductivity

between electrodes and wafers, and the wafers are polished to a 0.0002 inch flatness.

Due to the compliance losses introduced by the bonding layers between active wafers,

the stack stiffness is lower than that of the bulk active material. Additionally, glued

stacks are more expensive, because their fabrication is labor intensive. However, they

can fully utilize the ultimate strain capability of the material, because they can be

operated at high voltages, without limitations related to field density effects. Also,

they are more reliable than cofired stacks under fatigue loading conditions, because

stresses are evenly distributed through their body.

Cofired stacks are fabricated when the ceramic and the electrode are thermally

processed at the same time. Electroceramic powder is cast into green tape, onto

which the electrodes are then printed. A typical ceramic wafer thickness is between

0.002 and 0.007 in. Multiple of these layers can be laminated to form a stack segment

(block). A compacting process then increases the density of the ceramic, and removes

the air trapped between the layers.
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This method leads to piezoelectric stacks with reduced compliance losses between

stack wafers. Typically, the stiffness losses of glued stacks can be between 30% to

50%, due to their increased bond volume when compared to cofired stacks. Also, there

is a lower voltage requirement to achieve the desired electric field through co-fired

stacks, because the wafer thickness is less than for plate through stacks. The problem

associated with the co-firing technique is that the electrodes extend only partially

through the stack thickness, generating stress concentration areas at the electrode tip.

Fields as high as those used to drive glued stacks can cause stress-induced failures at

the electrode edges. The failure is caused by localized high electric fields at the ends

of the electrodes, and subsequent large shear stresses between the active and inactive

ceramic regions. Cracks emanating from the electrode tips can propagate through

the stack thickness, and in this way cause dielectric breakdown. However, the major

advantage of the cofiring process is that no adhesive layers are needed to bond wafers

and electrodes. This results in almost perfect contact interfaces, and thus low voltage

operational requirements. On the mechanical side, the stack stiffness is comparable

to that of the bulk active material. Due to the above properties, it was decided that

cofired stacks would be used to power the current actuator, despite the fatigue life

limitation associated with this stack type.

Stack Sizing. The MD-900 blade cross-section and the X-frame configuration

limit the stack thickness to about 0.4 in. For this square cross-sectional area, the

maximum usable stack length is about 4 in. Longer stacks would be susceptible to

buckling. The P-915K046 stacks used to power the MD-900 actuator were purchased

from Physic Instrumente. They are piezoelectric co-fired stacks, and were chosen

for the current application because of their proven technology compared to other

stacks considered, and because they have the highest available energy density. The

material the stacks are made of is PZT-5H (Lead Zirconate Titanate), which is a

polycrystalline ceramic material with piezoelectric properties. The stacks consist of

six 18 mm (0.71 in) long stack segments, resulting in a total stack length of about

4.26 in. Each stack segment consists of wafers 0.0041 in thick with 0.16 in 2 square

cross-sectional area. For these PI stacks, the total glueline thickness is 0.004 in.
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Spherical end caps are attached to the stack ends to allow stack alignment, and to

eliminate eccentric loading on the stacks. Also, the engagement of the stack end caps

in the spherical end frame depressions helps retain the stacks in place in the presence

of vibrations.

2.4.3 Blade Integration

In the CH-47 blade application, the flexure end of the single X-frame actuator is

mounted on the blade spar while, the output end of the actuator is free to slide inside

the actuator location bay. To mount the double X-frame actuator within the rotor

blade spar, two mounting techniques, similar to those designed for the single X-frame

actuator [35], are used.

The same restraint is used for the inboard and outboard ends of the actuator.

These ends correspond to the pivot end of the single X-frame. At this side of each

single X-frame, both actuator frames are bolted to the pivot-flexure mechanism, and

both X-frames are bolted to the blade spar, through the mounting flange. Thus,

the double X-frame actuator is constrained against motion in all directions at both

ends. The mounting plate is rotated with respect to the pivot-flexure mechanism

by 5 degrees, which is about equal to the blade twist angle between the inboard

and outboard actuator mounting stations, so that the X-frames remain aligned and

coplanar despite the blade twist.

A second restraining technique was used at the actuator middle, where the output

is located. At this station, the actuator must be constrained against chordwise and

flapwise deflections. However, a sliding degree of freedom in the spanwise direction

is necessary to allow all four stacks to actuate freely, and the two inner frames to

cooperate despite vibrations and blade deformations. This type of restraint is facili-

tated by using the actuator pocket cover plate and the blade spar itself to clamp the

actuator. An elastomeric material, such as Teflon or natural rubber, is interleaved

between the actuator frames and the blade spar walls to allow the sliding connection.

This layer also protects the parts from frictional wear, ensures their constant contact,
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and reduces the interface stiffness by an amount necessary to avoid vibration induced

actuation. Additionally, the outer frames are extended with guides at their output

end to constrain the inner frames from flapwise motion. The guides were designed to

be long enough so that active stacks capable of considerably larger deflections than

the PI stacks can be used in the future. The inner surface of the outer frame guides

are covered with lubricant to allow the sliding of the inner frame.

2.4.4 Preload Methodology

In all piezoelectric actuator designs, a compressive preload is necessary to eliminate

mechanical backlash, and to maximize of the actuator force and stroke output. Piezo-

electric materials are ceramics, and therefore their ultimate strength under tensile

loading is very low. Crack propagation and actuator failure can occur when stacks

are under tension. Compressive preload is thus needed to guarantee stack longevity,

and to maintain the actuator functionality. This section describes the technique de-

veloped to apply compressive preload to the double X-frame actuator stacks.

When no electrical field is applied, the differential motion of the two contacting

inner frames generates a compressive load equally distributed over the four stacks of

the actuator. This self-balancing property of the double X-frame geometry can be

used for the application of the necessary compressive preload.

It is preferable that the two single X-frames be aligned in the double X-frame

assembly for actuator compactness. For this reason, instead of translating the X-

frames with respect each other inside the blade spar, a shim was placed between the

stacks and the outer frames to cause the desired stack compression. The preload

shim (drawing DX-008 of Appendix A) is inserted between the stack end cap and the

outer frame end plate at the output side of the actuator, resulting in a compressive

load on the stack. Because the X-frame design is self equilibrated, the compressive

load induced on that stack is reacted by all other actuator members, and so an equal

compressive load is applied to both piezoelectric stacks of a single X-frame. The

shim thickness determines the level of compression the stacks will undergo. Thus,
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the preload can be adjusted by using a shim thicker than required, and reducing its

length as necassary by grinding.

The preload shim is fabricated with one side concave to accomodate the stack end

cap, and to maintain proper stack alignment during operation. The remaining sides

are flat. The radius of the concave shim surface is larger than that of that of the stack

end cap, to allow a the rotational degree of freedom to the stacks during actuator

operation. Tapered alignment pins are used to align the shim with the outer frame,

and to help retain the shim in place in the presence of transverse vibrations.

The tests performed on the PI stacks at UCLA [31, 32] showed that their energy

output is maximized when the stacks are operated at 8 ksi compressive preload. To

achieve the optimum preload, the shim insert must have a thickness equal to 0.016 in.

In the DX-001 assembly drawing provided in the Appendix, this is shown as an

interference between the outer frame plate and the shim insert.

Alternative methods to preload the active stacks were also considered. Two mech-

anisms using a cam with a threaded member, and a bolt were designed. Both design

options have major disadvantages, not the least of which is the increase in the actu-

ator and blade mass. The space available for actuator placement inside the MD-900

blade is very limited, and thus the options for a preload mechanism are limited. An

appreciable modification of the rotor blade spar to accommodate the extra members

of the preloading mechanism would be required. Such changes would also add com-

plexity to the active blade design and manufacturing, because important structural

components of the composite spar would need to be relocated to create room for the

additional inert members.

Furthermore, the use of threads introduces an additional source of compliance

to the actuator device. Finally, the cam or bolt structures have to be compact and

simple, due to the space limitations. At the same time however, they need to be

massive in order to withstand the high bending moments induced by the centrifugal

field during helicopter rotor operation. Due to these drawbacks, none of these two

methods were considered for the current application.

In addition, it is required that the preload be applied internally to the actuator, so
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that in the case of mechanical failure the blade flap returns to its trimmed position. It

is evident that this objective is not satisfied by either of the above preload alternatives.

2.5 Summary

The double X-frame actuator has a number of benefits over other existing discrete or

integral actuation concepts. It combines light weight (about 1.5 lbs), a high band-

width (18/rev), and nearly optimal mass efficiency, which are ideal features for he-

licopter rotor blade applications. It is a simple design, consisting of a few easy to

manufacture parts, and therefore, it is easy to assemble and maintain. The stacks

are interchangeable, and can be made of any type of active material. Because of

this, improved materials that are produced within the life span of the actuator can

easily be incorporated. The form factor is ideal for the MD-900 blade application

and for helicopter rotor blade applications in general, and its narrow design allows

positioning well forward inside the rotor blade. The use of two X-frames functioning

in opposition leads to a self-equilibrated, push-pull mechanism. The common motion

of the inner frames changes the steady flap position, and their differential motion

adjusts the applied preload. The blade motion does not couple significantly with the

actuator operation, because the actuator is self equilibrated. Finally, the preload can

be applied internally to the actuator. For these reasons, the double X-frame actuator

is ideal for the MD-900 application.
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Chapter 3

Performance Analysis and

Experimental Results

Before the double X-frame actuator is integrated into an MD-9000 helicopter blade

and operated in flight tests, its performance for this specific application must be

demonstrated. This chapter presents a theoretical analysis for the double X-frame

actuator performance, and the experimental results to verify the analytical predic-

tions.

3.1 Actuator Stiffness Analysis

The stroke and force output of the actuator depend on the actuator stiffness. A perfect

lever mechanism with amplification A changes a stack actuator with stiffness k and

stroke d into an actuator with stiffness k = k/A 2 and stroke d = Ad. For a compliant

lever, the respective deflection and stiffness would be d = Ad and k < k/A 2 . Here we

are trying to determine analytically the compliance the new actuator. As discussed

previously, stack energy can be wasted due to the compliance of the actuator compo-

nents. Therefore, the performance of any actuator depends on the compliance of its

components. In this section, the individual component compliances are calculated,

and the actuator stiffness at its output is derived.

The single X-frame actuator is a statically determinate structure [34]. The double
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Figure 3-1: The single-X truss geometry and force balance.

X-frame actuator though, is statically indeterminate, due to the reaction each single

X-frame feels at the contact button. The easiest way to analyze the new actuator is

to consider it as two separate X-frames. Then, a simple finite element model can be

constructed by assembling the stiffness matrices of the two involved single X-frames.

3.1.1 Force Gains

A single X-frame actuator is a statically determinate structure, i.e., the loads in each

load-carrying component can be determined from the externally applied load. In the

X-frame design, the load each individual component experiences is the load felt by

the actuator at its output, amplified by a factor that is dependent on the X-frame

geometry. If the compliance of the ith component of the X-frame is denoted by ci,

and the force gain is denoted by F, then, using energy methods, the total compliance

is determined as
n

c = niF'ci , (3.1)
i=1

where n is the number of component types, and ni is the number of components of

type i.

The truss geometry and force balance of the single X-frame is shown in Figure 3-1.

The force gains can be easily derived from this figure. There are two important force

gains. The first is the gain from the output force to the stack force, given by

F 1 - L (3.2)
tan 0 d
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'Figure 3-2: Stack geometry.

where 0 = arctan(d/L) is the angle between stack and frame axes, d is the distance

between stack centers, and L is the spanwise distance between the frame pivot location

and the output. This gain applies to all components except the frame sides. The gain

on the frame sides is

Ff -sin0 ( taF (3.3)

3.1.2 Component Compliances

The components that contribute to the compliance of the actuator, in order of im-

portance, are the piezoelectric stacks, the inner and outer frame sides, the Hertzian

losses between the stack end caps and the frame ends, the bending of frame ends, and

the stack end cap axial compliance.

Stacks

The geometry of all the piezoelectic stacks used in the double X-frame is shown in

Figure 3-2. The rolling contacts used to engage the stack end caps and frames ensure

that the piezoelectric stacks undergo loading in the axial direction only. The stack

compliance, ci, is therefore expressed as

ci = L(3.4)
Est Ast'

where Let is the length of the stacks, Est is the stack modulus of elasticity, and Ast is

the stack cross-sectional area. There are ni = 2 stacks in each single X-frame.
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Figure 3-3: End cap geometry.

End Caps

The end cap geometry used is shown in Figure 3-3. The piezoelectric stacks

are anchored inside the inner and outer frames with the help of pins and end caps.

The end caps react the pressure applied to them by the stacks under preload and

during operation. Stacks are subjected only to axial loading [34]. Therefore, end

caps experience only axial compression.

The compliance of the end caps is thus given by

C2 = Lec (3.5)
EecAec

where Lec is the total length of the end caps, Aec is the end cap cross-sectional area,

Eec is the end cap modulus of elasticity, and because end caps are made of steel,

Eec = Es. There are two types of end caps in each single X-frame, the output side

and the pivot side end caps, and there are a total of four end caps employed, two of

each type. There are n 2 = 4 end caps used in a single X-frame, two at the pivot side

and two at the output side of the actuator.

This compliance does not include Hertzian losses. The effect of contact losses on

the compliance of the actuator is described later in this section.

Frame End Plate Bending

The frame end geometry discussed in this section is shown in Figure 3-4. At each

end of the inner and outer frames, the end caps engage the frame end plates, which

react the stack loads in bending. Each end plate's response to the stack point load

can be modeled as that of a beam, simply supported at its ends and subjected to
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Figure 3-4: Frame end geometry.

a point force at its middle. This approximation is based on the low stiffness the

frame sides exhibit in out-of-plane bending. The moment reaction the end plates

sense at the interface with the side frames is therefore small, and can be considered

negligible. This is exactly the force boundary condition at the support points for a

simply supported beam. Thus, the bending compliance of each end plate is given by

L 3
C3= ep (3.6)4 8 EfIep

where Lep is the total length of the frame end plate, and Ef is the frame modulus of

elasticity, which is equal to E, because the frames are made of steel. Iep is the frame

end plate bending inertia, given by

-le - bh 3  (3.7)
Iep= ,(37P 12

where b is the width and h is the height of the frame end plate. Each frame has two

ends, with the end plates of the outer frames having a larger length Lep. Therefore,

noep = niep = 2, where noep is the number of outer frame end plates and niep is the

number of inner frame end plates.
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Figure 3-5: Frame side geometry.

Frame-Side Extension

The inner frames react the preload of the stacks and the operational loads in

tension. This introduces the same axial loading to both inner and outer frames due

to the symmetry in the design of the X-frame actuator. The diamond shape of the

modified frame side is shown in Figure 3-5. The frame sides have variable cross-

section, so their compliance is more complicated than for the prismatic stacks. The

compliance is given by

C4 = f (3.8)
= 1 Ef Af (x)(38

where Lf is the total length of the frame sides, Ef = E, is the frame modulus of

elasticity, and Af(x) is the total cross-sectional area of the frame sides at station x.

Because the taper is linear, the integral can be evaluated analytically as

C4 = E fln W , (3.9)
Ef t(w2 - W1) (W1

where t is the total thickness of the frame sides, and wi and w2 are the minimum and

maximum widths of the frame sides respectively. There is one inner and one outer

frame in the single X-frame, and therefore, nif = norf = 1, where nif and norf denote

the number of inner and outer frame sides, respectively.

The compliance in tension of the modified side frames can be now compared to

the optimum side compliance. The optimum compliance is that of rectangular frames
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with the side thickness equal to that of the modified frame, and width equal to the

average of the minimum (w2) and maximum (wi) widths. The comparison between

the compliance of modified frames and the compliance of rectangular frames yields a

ratio of about 0.95. Therefore, the stiffness of the modified frames is almost equal to

the optimum frame stiffness.

Hertzian Losses at Rolling Contacts

At each end of the stacks, the end caps engage the frames. The losses at the

contact point may be estimated using Hertz theory [21]. The radius of the contact

area is given by

a* =(3.10)
4E* '

where P is the stack force, and 1/R is the relative curvature, given by

1- = 1 (3.11)
R R1 R2'

with R1 and R 2 being the radii of the contacting surfaces. The displacement is given

by

a2  9p 2  1/3

R 16RE*2)

The effective modulus of elasticity, E*, is given by

1 1-v12  1_l22
=2 + I 2  (3.13 )E* E1 E2 '

where E1 and E 2 are the moduli of the materials involved into the contact, and vi and

v2 are their respective Poisson ratios. For the case of the double X-frame actuator,

Vi = v2 and Ei = E2 =E, because the end caps, end plates, and frames are all made

of steel. Therefore, the effective modulus of elasticity, E*, is given by

1 1- v 2
-= 2 (3.14)

E* Es '

where v, and Es are the Poisson ratio and Young's modulus of steel, respectively.
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Rewritting Equation 3.12 yields

P (16RE *2) 6 3/ 2  (3.15)
9

This relation between force and displacement indicates that the nature of the rolling

contacts at both stack ends is that of a stiffening spring. Therefore, the slope for

this relation increases with the preload, P, and since the slope is the measure of the

stiffness, higher preload leads to a stiffer contact and lower Hertzian losses at the

contact areas. The incremental compliance due to the contact between the end caps

and the frame components is given by

do 9 N1/3 2 _2 6
C5  P -1/3 = (3.16)

dP 16RE*2 ) 3 3 P

for each contact pair. There are two stacks, and thus two types of rolling contact in

each X-frame, one at the output end and one at the pivot end. Therefore, no = n, =

2, where the suscripts "o" and "p" denote the output end and the pivot end rolling

contacts, respectively.

3.1.3 Total Single X-Frame Compliance

Using Equation 3.1, the compliance of the actuator at the output tang can be calcu-

lated. The results are summarized in Table 3.1, and it is evident that the dominant

compliances are those of the stacks and frames in extension, which together account

for about 88% of the actuator compliance. It is also noteworthy that the frame-end

bending compliance and the end cap compliance contribute only 3.5% of the total

actuator compliance. Therefore, further structural optimization of the design should

focus on increasing the frame stiffnesses in extension, and eliminating the Hertzian

losses at the rolling contacts between stacks and frames. The first can be achieved by

optimizing the diamond shape of the frame sides to increase the average side cross-

sectional area. The second can be accomplished with the use of stiff materials or with

surface hardening techniques. Also, since stack compliance accounts for about 60%

of each single X-frame compliance, stacks of stiffness higher than the current stack

stiffness can significantly increase the overall actuator performance.
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Table 3.1: Contribution of component compliances to singlr X-frame actuator com-

pliance.

Component Compliance Number Gain Factor Net Compliance
(in/lb) (in/lb)

Stacks 6.101x 10-6 2 7.433 6.742 x 10-4 (59.2%)

Outer Frame Sides 2.989 x10- 6  1 7.500 1.681 x 10~4 (14.8%)

Inner Frame Sides 2.917x10- 6  1 7.500 1.641 x 10-4 (14.4%)

Pivot End Hertzian 6.353x 10- 7  2 7.433 7.021 x 10-5 (6.2%)

Output End Hertzian 2.620 x10- 7  2 7.433 2.896 x 10-5 (2.5%)

Outer Frame bending 2.092x10- 7  2 7.433 2.312 x 10- (2.0%)

Inner Frame Bending 9.978 x 10- 8  2 7.433 1.103 x 10-5 (1.0%)

End Cap Pair 5.388 x10-8 2 7.433 5.954 x 10-6 (0.5%)

Total 1.140 x 10- (100.0%)

3.1.4 Double X-frame Stiffness

The total compliance computed in Table 3.1 is the compliance of a single X-frame

at the inner frame output tang. Because the double X-frame structure is statically

indeterminate, the energy method is a useful method to derive the actuator stiffness

matrix. The effect of two X-frames engaged in the actuator middle through the inner

frame extensions is determined by a three degree-of-freedom model of the double

X-frame truss, shown in Figure 3-6. In this analysis, which is similar to the finite

element method, each single X-frame is modeled as a two-degree-of-freedom element.

The nodes on each of the single X-frame elements exist at the inner frame output

tang (1 in Figure 3-6), and at the button location of the inner frame end (2 in

Figure 3-6). The button node will be the common degree of freedom for the two

X-frames in the global double X-frame assembly, due to compatibility, and therefore

the resulting degrees-of-freedom (nodes) for the actuator model are three; degree-

of-freedom 1 at the outboard inner frame output tang, degree-of-freedom 2 at the

actuator button location, and degree-of-freedom 3 at the inner frame virtual tang

location. A schematic depiction of the assembled model is shown in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6: Double-X truss geometry with degrees-of-freedom.

The compliance matrix for each single X-frame is given by

C = cxr (3.17)
C2T CzT 2 + cb

where c, is the compliance of a single X-frame at the output tang, as calculated in

Section 3.1.3; Cb is the compliance due to bending of the inner frame that results from

loading at the button insert; and r = L 2/L1 is the lever ratio. L1 is the length from

the flexure pivot to the output of the X-frame, and L 2 is the length from the pivot to

the button insert.

The bending compliance, cb, is calculated as follows. If a unit load is applied to

the button with the tang position fixed, this introduces a bending load along the

inner frame. The compliance is equal to the bending energy in the inner frame (when

a unit load is applied), so that

Cb = 2 , (3.18)
JO El

where M is the bending moment along the inner frame, El is the bending stiffness of

the inner frame, x is the distance along the inner frame, and L 2 is the length of the

inner frame from the pivot to the button. The bending stiffness of the inner frame is

not constant along its length due to the frame's diamond shape. A Matlab program

was written to calculate the above integral for the entire frame length.
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The stiffness matrix for a single X-frame is then given by

Kx = C [= knl k 1 2 1
k 2 1 k 2 2

The stiffness matrix of the assembled double X-frame is then

k[0

Kxx= k12

0

(3.19)

(3.20)

k 12  0

2k 22 k 12

k 12 k1n

where k12 = k21 due to reciprocity. The compliance matrix of the double X-frame is

just the inverse of the stiffness matrix, so that

C11 C12

C,= K-j = C21 C22

C31 C32

C13

C23

C33

(3.21)

The compliance of the assembled double X-frame at the output end is then c1u, and

the respective stiffness is

k__ = (c1)-1 (3.22)

Using this approach, the stiffness of the double X-frame actuator at its output tang

is found to be kxx =1720 lb/in.

3.1.5 Actuator Force and Stroke Predictions

The free stroke amplitude is given by

s = 2LF , (3.23)

where e is the free strain amplitude of the stacks, L is the length of the stacks, and

Fs is the force gain (or the actuator amplification ratio). For the PI stacks employed

in the double X-frame actuator, the above equation yields a free stroke amplitude of

48 mils pp.
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The clamped force amplitude is given by

F = k,,s , (3.24)

where k,, is the calculated actuator stiffness at its output, and s the expected free

stroke amplitude. For the calculated actuator stiffness the actuator predicted force is

then found to be equal to 83 lb peak-to-peak.

3.2 Experimental Evaluation of Actuator

Performance

A series of bench-top, wind tunnel, and shake tests were performed on the double-X

frame actuator to measure its ability to fulfill the stroke and force requirements for

individual blade control on an MD-900 rotor blade. The experimental data acquired

in these tests are presented in this section, along with a comparison between assessed

and estimated actuator performance.

3.2.1 Bench Evaluation of Performance

Experimental Set-Up

The bench-top measurement of the double X-frame actuator took place in the

Boeing laboratories in Mesa, AZ and was performed by Boeing personnel. An exper-

imental set-up, which simulated the in-blade actuator operational environment, was

used to gauge the performance and robustness of the actuator under realistic con-

ditions. The bench top testing apparatus with the actuator integrated, and all the

testing components are shown in Figure 3-7. A double-X frame full-scale prototype

was mounted to a steel plate apparatus by the two mounting flanges, as it would

be fixed inside the real blade. The bench test apparatus was configured to have the

MD-900 flap inertia, and to apply a range of load stiffnesses for realistic reproduction

of the blade environment. A dummy load, which imitates the flap aerodynamic and

dynamic loading, is applied to the output tang of the actuator through a push rod
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that is attached to the tang. A load and displacement transducer fastened to the push

rod measures the actuator force and stroke. The load consists of several aluminum

disks on a bearing, with rotary inertia equal to the MD-900 trailing-edge flap inertia.

The aluminum disk is restricted from free rotation by a rod attached to the bearing.

The torsional stiffness of the rod depends on its free length, and thus, the aluminum

disc and rod system can simulate aerodynamic flap-hinge loads of different stiffness

by having the rod clamped at different locations along its length.

Actuator Force and Stroke

The performance of the actuator was determined by measuring the stroke and force

the actuator produced while operating the stacks over a range of voltage amplitudes,

combined with dummy loads of varying elastic stiffness. The data taken during this

test are plotted in Figure 3-8. Each line plotted in the graph corresponds to a different

stack driving voltage. As explained above, the varying aerodynamic hinge impedance

of the flap was simulated by clamping the rod at different positions. The actuator

was operated for each of these rod-clamping conditions at seven different peak-to-peak

applied field levels. The it x axis in this plot represents the actuator peak-to-peak

output travel, and the y axis denotes the displacement actuator force, applied to

the dummy load. The piezoelectric stacks were manufactured by Physik Instrumente

(PI) with Serial Number P-915K046, and are designed to operate at applied voltages

of 0-100 V. In order to increase their output, they were operated over the larger

voltage range of -24 V to 120 V. For the PI stacks used, the actuator clamped force

and free stroke obtained at maximum voltage are 67 lbs peak-to-peak and 43 mils

peak-to-peak, respectively.

The load lines obtained over the applied voltage range are approximately linear.

The (absolute) value of the slope of the load line is equal to the actuator stiffness

at its output, which as expected is constant over the range of stack voltages and

load stiffnesses used. Using the load line that corresponds to the maximum operating

condition of 144 V peak-to-peak stack voltage, the stiffness of the actuator at its

output tang, ka, is then measured at 1578 lb/in. This value is about 8% smaller than
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Figure 3-7: Bench top test apparatus for determining the preformance of the double

X-frame actuator.

the expected actuator stiffness of 1720 lb/in calculated in Section 3.1.4. Despite the

discrepancy, which can be attributed to uncertainties in component values and to

measurement errors, the correlation between analytical and experimental results is

quite good.

Also shown in Figure 3-8 are the actuation functional requirements on force and

stroke for the four different flight conditions at which the double X-frame actuator

must be operated within a real MD-900 helicopter. As the bench top data demon-

strate, the actuator meets the flight test requirements for 82 kts and 103 kts, but

is inadequate for control at the 124 kts and 145 kts condition. The performance is

less than was expected. The lower actuator performance is due to the lower than

the expected stack deflection. The PI piezoelectric stacks used had a free stroke of

1568 pC, which is about 15% less than the anticipated value of 1850 PC for which

the actuator was designed. At the highest strain levels, the actuator would achieve

the energy output requirements for flight at 124 kts and 145 kts, if stacks of similar

stiffness and free strain of 1850 pe were employed. Similarly, the maximum no-load

stroke the actuator produced during testing is approximately 43 mils, about 12% less
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Figure 3-8: Load lines for the double X-frame actuator. Each load line is labeled

with the stack operating condition. Each data point + along the load line, corresponds

to a different load stiffness. Each symbol o corresponds to the actuator force and

stroke required at the indicated flight speed.

than value of 48 mils that would have been obtained had the stacks been capable of

the expected deflections.

The expected stack performance was determined by tests performed on the actu-

ator material at UCLA [31, 32], and was corrected to account for the effects of inert

material at the end of each stack element. However, this correction does not account

for other possible effects, such us restraint of the stack segment at its ends by the

inert material, which could further reduce the strain of the stack segment [16].
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Dynamic Actuator Response

An important performance metric for any actuator is its bandwidth, i.e., the

frequency at which the actuator is effective. For an active material actuator, the

effective bandwidth is the frequency of the first mode, when a realistic inertial load

is applied at the output. To determine the frequency response of the double-X frame

actuator, the bench-test apparatus described above (Figure 3-7) was used, and a

100 V peak-to-peak swept-sine signal input to the actuator, with frequency range 17-

300 Hz. The actuator output displacement was measured by use of the instrumented

push rod, and the transfer function between the stack voltage applied and the actuator

stroke was determined using the Matlab system identification toolbox. The resulting

transfer function is shown in Figure 3-9. It can be seen in the figure that the fit

of the identified transfer function to the experimentally obtained transfer function is

very good. This implies that the identified transfer function can be safely used for

simulations and control design.

One more important conclusion can be drawn from Figure 3-9. The identified

transfer function yields a first natural frequency for the actuator at about 116 Hz,

which corresponds to the 18/rev frequency of the MD-900 rotor. Thus, the band-

width of the actuator is much larger than the frequencies of interest (up to 6/rev),

and is more than adequate for rotor vibration control. Note that the trailing edge

servo-flap mass inertia reduces significantly the first modal frequency of the actua-

tor once the flap and actuator are connected [33]. The first modal frequency found

here for the double X-frame actuator is accurate, because the bench testing appara-

tus used does account for the flap inertial characteristics and properly simulates them.

Shake Tests

During normal helicopter rotor operation in forward flight, the rotor blades are

subjected to significant levels of vibration. The flapwise acceleration can be as high

as 34 g, and the chordwise acceleration as high as 19 g. The question arises, therefore,

of whether actuator performance can be attenuated by blade chordwise and flapwise
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Figure 3-9: Frequency response of the double X-frame actuator.

vibrations. The reduction in actuator performance due to vibrational motion can re-

sult for two reasons. First, acceleration-induced actuator deflections can occur, which

would cause poor command following, and in turn produce suboptimal flap angles.

Second, actuator stroke can be less than expected due to increased frictional losses

induced by the presence of inertial loads [35]. Thus, the double X-frame actuator

sensitivity to acceleration was tested to ensure proper operation in the expected vi-

bration environment of the blade. The actuator was operated and simultaneously

shaken both in the chordwise and flapwise direction at acceleration amplitudes and

frequencies representative of rotor operation in forward flight. To perform the shake

tests, the bench test apparatus and the actuator were attached to a hydraulic shaker.

As explained above, the flap inertia was incorporated into the test apparatus to mea-

sure accurately the frequency response of the actuator.
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Table 3.2: Double X-frame actuator response to flapwise acceleration. For all cases,

the stack excitation is 100 Vpp (-2 V to 98 V).

Shaker Freq. Shaker Accel. Actuator Freq. Actuator Stroke
(Hz) (g) (Hz) (mil, half peak-to-peak)

0.0 (0/rev) 0.3 2.5 16.2

6.5 (1/rev) 4.1 2.5 16.2

3.1 (2/rev) 34.4 2.5 16.4

19.5 (3/rev) 8.5 2.5 16.3

26.0 (4/rev) 1.7 2.5 16.1

32.7 (5/rev) 3.3 2.5 16.2

39.1 (6/rev) 1.7 2.5 16.2

45.7 (7/rev) 4.3 2.5 16.2

52.2 (8/rev) 3.0 2.5 16.1

13.1 (2/rev) 29.5 26.1 (4/rev) 16.2

13.1 (2/rev) 29.7 32.7 (5/rev) 16.2

13.1 (2/rev) 29.1 39.2 (6/rev) 16.2

The flapwise shake test results are summarized in Table 3.2. The data in this

table are divided into two sections. In the first section, a shaker frequency sweep was

conducted from nominal (no acceleration) up to 8/rev, with varying accelerations

at g levels experienced in forward flight, and at the constant actuation frequency of

2.5 Hz. In these testing conditions, the half peak-to-peak actuator stroke was between

16.1 mils and 16.4 mils, a variation of only 1% which indicates very low sensitivity to

flapwise shaking.

For the second group of the flapwise shake test data, the actuator was operated un-

der three different actuation frequencies (4/rev, 5/rev and 6/rev) and simultaneously

shaken at constant 13.1 Hz (2/rev) vibration frequency and at three different shaking

amplitudes (29.5 g, 29.7 g and 29.1 g). The half peak-to-peak stroke amplitude at

the 4/rev and 5/rev actuation frequencies is equal to 16.2 mils, and is the same as

the baseline (no shaking) case. The amplitude of the stroke response at the actuation
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Table 3.3: Double X-frame actuator response to chordwise acceleration. For all cases,

the stack excitation is 100 Vpp (-2 V to 98 V).

Shaker Freq. Shaker Accel. Actuator Freq. Actuator Stroke
Hz g Hz mil, half peak-to-peak

0.0 (0/rev) 0.3 2.5 15.6

3.7 (0.57/rev) 6.4 2.5 16.1

6.5 (1/rev) 3.7 2.5 15.9

12.9 (2/rev) 2.7 2.5 15.6

19.5 (3/rev) 1.9 2.5 15.6

26.0 (4/rev) 2.5 2.5 15.6

32.6 (5/rev) 0.6 2.5 15.4

39.1 (6/rev) 0.6 2.5 15.5

45.7 (7/rev) 1.0 2.5 15.4

52.1 (8/rev) 0.7 2.5 15.4

6.5 (1/rev) 18.8 26.1 (4/rev) 16.6

6.5 (1/rev) 19.4 32.7 (5/rev) 16.2

6.5 (1/rev) 19.4 39.2 (6/rev) 16.5

frequency of 6/rev is equal to 15.3 mils, i.e., lower by about 6% than the baseline,

which is an acceptably small reduction in performance. From the test results, it is

clear that the actuators response to flapwise vibrations is very robust.

Table 3.3 summarizes the results of the chordwise shake tests. The data are once

again gathered into two sets. In the first set, the actuator was operated at a constant

actuation frequency (2.5 Hz) and at nine different acceleration frequencies (from no

acceleration to 8/rev) with different acceleration amplitudes. The actuator response

for these low actuation/high vibration frequencies ranged in travel from 15.4 mils

to 16.1 mils, i.e., the actuator stroke is lowered at most by 5% during chordwise

shaking. For the second set of chordwise shaking data, the actuator functioned at

three high actuation frequencies (4/rev, 5/rev and 6/rev); at two acceleration ampli-

tudes (18.8 g and 19.4 g); and at a constant 1/rev shaker frequency. The actuator
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Table 3.4: Double X-frame actuator response to centrifugal loading.

Stack Excitation Actuation Freq. Actuator Output, force x stroke
low/high (V) (Hz) (in-lb/1000)

0%RPM 100%RPM 0%RPM

-2/98 26.12 (4/rev) 270.0 278.4 292.8

-2/98 32.65 (5/rev) 261.9 275.0 284.0

-2/98 39.18 (6/rev) 284.7 275.4 294.6

-2/98 32.65 (5/rev) 261.9 275.0 284.0

-12/108 32.65 (5/rev) 389.2 392.6 410.7

-24/120 32.65 (5/rev) 586.6 583.6 599.1

deflections are slightly higher for these shaking conditions, the overall data collected

for chorwise shaking though, do not differ significantly from case to case and from

the baseline. Therefore, the actuator stroke response is influenced only slightly by

chordwise shaking.

In synopsis, the double X-frame actuator shows negligible sensitivity to shaking.

The existing shake test data for the single X-frame actuator indicate insensitivity to

shaking [34], and the same should hold for the double X-frame assembly.

Centrifugal Loading

To reveal the effect of centrifugal, frictional and inertial loads on actuator perfor-

mance the double X-frame actuator, bench test apparatus and actuator were mounted

on a beam and spun in vacuum in the hover test facility of the University of Mary-

land. The centrifugal tests were conducted by Boeing Mesa personnel. The rotational

speed was selected appropriately to induce on the actuator centrifugal loads equal to

those the actuator is expected to experience in the MD-900 helicopter blade under

real flight conditions.

The rotor speed was gradually increased from 0 RPM to 100% RPM and then

reduced to 0 RPM to allow the investigation whether the presence of centrifugal loads

affects the actuator performance and whether these loads can induce any permanent

change to the actuator performance. At each of these rotating conditions, the actuator
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Table 3.5: Double X-frame actuator response to centrifugal loads due to overspeed.

For all cases, the stack excitation is 100 Vpp (-2 V to 98 V).

was operated under three different actuation frequencies (4/rev, 5/rev and 6/rev), and

three different (sinusoidal) voltage amplitudes [100 Vpp (-2 V to 98 V), 120 Vpp (-12

V to 108 V) and 144 Vpp (-24 V to 120 V)].

The performance metric for the centrifugal testing was the actuator energy output,

i.e., the product of force and stroke measured at each test case. The results for

the measured actuator performance under each testing condition are summarized in

Table 3.4. As can be seen from the table, the variation in performance, as quantified

by the actuator work output (force x stroke), is small, generally about 8% or less.

An interesting observation is that the actuator performance generally improves during

and after each spin test. Thus, the data lead to the conclusion that centrifugal loading

does not have a negative effect on the double X-frame actuator performance.

It was also necessary to evaluate any dependence the actuator performance might

have on rotor overspeed conditions. The actuator was therefore spun on the centrifu-

gal test rig at three rotational speeds: at 100% RPM, at 110% RPM, and again back

at 100% RPM. Simultaneously with rotation, the actuator was excited at a voltage

amplitude of 100 V peak-to-peak and an actuation frequency of 1 Hz. The actuator

work output measured for the examined overspeed conditions is given in Table 3.5.

As can be seen from the table, the performance variation with overspeed is on the

order of 8%, and therefore, we conclude that the actuator is insensitive to centrifugal

loads at rotational overspeeds. Additionally, it is interesting that an increase of the
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Rotor Speed Actuator Output, force x stroke
(in-lb/1000)

100% 285.0

105% 296.1

110% 309.1

115% 306.6

100% 291.8



work output was observed with speed increase. This effect was somewhat surprising,

because it was expected that the inertial forces present during spinning would cause

increased friction, which in turn would lower the actuator deflection.

Sensitivity to Blade Deformations

Helicopter blades undergo significant flapwise and chordwise bending, as well as

torsional deformations during operation in forward flight. The performance of a dis-

crete actuator must be unaffected by these blade deformations. The double X-frame

configuration is ideal for overcoming the effects of blade deflection. Each participat-

ing X-frame is relatively short, and so unaffected by deformation. Additionally, the

coupling between the two X-frames can withstand blade bending and torsion.

To verify whether the actuator would perform as desired under such blade ge-

ometry distortions, blade bending and torsion needed to be simulated. To do this,

the actuator mounting flanges were shimmed at the actuator-and-apparatus attach-

ment points to represent the resulting blade geometry. In this experimental set-up,

the experiments performed to obtain the load lines for various combinations of load

impedance and stack operational voltage were repeated. The resulting free stroke and

clamped force data, which were collected with the unaltered apparatus geometry, were

compared to those obtained for the respective operating conditions in the shimmed

apparatus. The actuator force and stroke response in the deformed blade varied by

at most 8% from the nominal. Therefore, the data confirmed the insensitivity of the

actuator performance to blade motion.

Summary

A number of tests have been performed on the double X-frame actuator to vali-

date the theoretical performance predictions, and to demonstrate the ability of the

actuator for effective helicopter rotor control. The new actuator was tested under dy-

namic conditions to investigate the influence of actuation frequency on the actuator

performance, and to determine the actuator's bandwidth. During tests the actuator

demonstrated a very high bandwidth, which is appropriate for HHC. Simulations of
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blade twisting and bending were also performed to verify the stability of the actuator

force and stroke output under such operational conditions. Additionally, operational

testing of the actuator took place on a rotating beam in vacuum for simulation of cen-

trifugal loading conditions. The actuator proved to be insensitive to the presence of

centripetal acceleration, and exhibited a surprisingly improved performance for higher

acceleration amplitudes. Finally, flapwise and chordwise shake tests emulated blade

vibrations and verified the robustness of the actuator performance for the nominal in

forward flight, vibration levels.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

In this thesis, a new piezoelectric actuator intended for helicopter rotor blade control,

the double X-frame, was presented. The results of bench top tests, as well as shake

tests and spin tests, were presented, and demonstrate that the actuator should be

effective for the helicopter application. The bench top experimentation was conducted

at the Boeing laboratories in Mesa, AZ, and the spin tests were performed in the

vacuum chamber of the University of Maryland. The new actuator was based on the

previous design of the single X-frame actuator by Prechtl and Hall [34, 35, 36]. In

this design, a number of improvements over the original design were introduced. The

contributions of the double X-frame configuration are presented in this chapter, along

with suggestions for future improvements.

4.1 Design Improvements

Four major improvements to the original single X-frame actuator design [34, 35, 36]

were introduced by the double X-frame configuration. The most significant of these

were the engagement of two X-frames and the modification of the inert frame sides.

The preload in the X-frame actuator was applied externally and through the high

load path through a pre-stressed wire, which was attached to the trailing edge flap.

In the event of an electromechanical failure, the flap would deflect to its maximum

downward position. The use of two cooperating actuators has the benefit that the
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preload can be applied to the actuator internally, so that in the case of a failure the

servo-flap would return to its trimmed position. Additionally, two X-frames double

the work output a single X-frame actuator delivers.

The second important innovation introduced in the new design is the modification

of the frame sides, which now have a diamond shape. This allows for thinner frames,

and thus, thinner actuator cross-sections, and larger active stack volumes.

Other modifications to the single X-frame actuator design were also established

to improve the actuator placement within the rotor blade. The inner frame ends

were reduced in thickness to allow for shorter outer frame guides. This change in

the design improves the form factor of the actuator, which can now be placed further

forward in the blade spar. Finally, the centrifugal flexure of the single X-frame was

replaced with a new design that eliminates the excessive bending moments that were

applied previously to the centrifugal flexures of the original X-frame design, due to

centrifugal loading during rotor operation.

A full scale actuator prototype was manufactured and tested on the bench top

at Boeing facilities in Mesa, AZ. The prototype weighted about 1.51b. At maximum

voltage (144 V peak-to-peak), the new actuator produced a free stroke of 42.5 mils

peak-to-peak and a blocked force of 65 lbf peak-to-peak. The atuator no-load stroke

is lower by about 12.5 % than the anticipated value of 48 mils peak-to-peak, due to

inferior stack performance. The actuator authority meets the requirements for the

MD-900 wind tunnel testing, but less than that required for flight testing.

The dynamic response of the actuator was measured with a 100 V peak-to-peak

swept-sine-signal at frequencies between 17 Hz and 300 Hz. The transfer function

obtained indicates that the first modal frequency of the actuator is at 116 Hz, which

is equal to 18/rev for the MD-900 rotor and more than adequate for HHC.

To evaluate the sensitivity of the actuator performance in the presence of dynamic

accelerations, the actuator was shaken at various flapwise and chordwise accelerations

as high as 29.7g and 19.4g, respectively. The response of the actuator did not deviate

considerably from that at the no-shake operating condition.

Additionally, blade deformations were simulated by shimming of the actuator
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mounts on the bench top. The collected data from these tests showed that the new

actuator's performance was insensitive to this type of disturbance.

Finally, the double X-frame actuator was spun in the vacuum chamber of the

University of Maryland to determine the effect centrifugal accelerations would have on

its operation. For the different combinations of rotor speeds and actuation frequencies

applied, the variation on the measured actuator output was negligible. As a matter

of fact, the actuator performance improved after each spin test, which is somewhat

surprising. It can be concluded, therefore, that centrifugal accelerations will not have

a significant effect on the performance of the actuator.

In summary, a highly efficient discrete piezoelectric actuator, the double X-frame

actuator, was developed for rotor blade servo-flap control in the Explorer MD-900

helicopter rotor. The new design is based on the single X-frame actuator previously

developed at MIT [34, 35, 36]. The measured on the bench-top deflection was less

than the required due to lower than expected stack performance, but a 15% increase

in the actuator lengths should result in an actuator capable of the required output.

The tests performed on the actuator prototype showed that the actuator output is

not sensitive to dynamic and centrifugal acceleration or blade deflections.

4.2 Suggestions

There are three major suggestions for future research:

1. Demonstration of the double X-frame actuator control capabilities and measure-

ment of the accomplished vibration reduction in a flight test. Any new actuator

intended for helicopter rotor control ought to be tested in a real flight test. In-

deed, a flight test, during which the double X-frame actuator will be operated

inside a real MD-900 blade, is scheduled for calendar year 2001.

2. Weight and shape optimization of the actuator. A finite element analysis can

be performed to the existing double x-frame geometry to mass-optimize the

design. Also, a survey on alternative frame materials and on frame shapes, other
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than the diamond shape employed, can be performed to improve the actuator

stiffness. However, it is unlikely that the actuator weight can be reduced by

more than 5%, or that the actuator performance will improved significantly.

3. Implementation of the current actuator for solid state actuation other than rotor

blade control. The size of the double X-frame actuator can easily be scaled and

the amplification ratio is easily adjustable, so that the actuator can be used for

various other vibration reduction applications. The actuator, in the side-by-

side or alternative configurations, could be used to power solid state motors or

actuate high frequency valves. However, the most interesting application one

can foresee for the double X-frame actuator in the future, is a MEMS device.

Modern microfabrication techniques can be used to manufacture a double X-

frame out of silicon or polymeric materials. A micro-double X-actuator can be

used to actuate high frequency micro-valves. Due to the high amplification ratio

of the X-frame actuator, this application could potentially lead to a considerable

reduction in the size of current MEMS devices, such as that of a micro-valve,

which currently is limited in part from the size of the active plates that are used

for actuation.
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Appendix A

Double-X Frame Actuator

Drawings

The following pages contain the complete set of mechanical drawings for the Double

X-Frame Actuator. Note that the drawings, as reproduced here, are not to scale.

Additionally, a drawing of the complete actuator assembly is included. Materials

used, tolerances, and fasteners, as well as quantities of the specific parts required for

the assembly, are given in the notes where needed.
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Appendix B

Double X-frame assembly

Instructions

The assembly of the double X-frame actuator requires carefull planning, due to the

actuator's unique geometry, and tight tolerances. The sequence of steps that need to

be followed to assemble the actuator are given below:

For each half of the X-frame,

1. The lengths of the two stack assemblies to be used should be measured at zero

voltage. The sum of these two numbers is the "total stack length."

2. Determine the total internal length of the inner/outer frame pair to be used.

The total internal length is the sum of the distances between the flat bearing

surface of the inner frame to the flat preload shim surface of the outer frame,

and the flat bearing surface of the outer frame to the bottom of the concave

surface of the inner frame, when the inner and outer frames are separated by

exactly 0.200 in. The total internal length is measured by inserting a dummy

stack of known length between the flat bearing surface of the outer frame to

the bottom of the concave surface of the inner frame, and the inner and outer

frames held apart with two short pieces of 0.200 in rod. A dial caliper can then

be used to measure the distance between the flat bearing surface of the inner
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frame and the flat preload shim surface of the outer frame. The total internal

length is the sum of the dummy stack length and the length measured by the

calipers.

3. In order to function properly, the preload shim thickness should be adjusted

so that, under the nominal preload and voltage, the inner frame output end

is 0.200 in from the outer frame. Nominally, the preload shim thickness that

accomplishes this is total internal length, minus the total stack length, plus 0.016

in. The preload shim should be ground to this thickness prior to assembly.

4. Prior to assembly, all strain gage bridges must be balanced so that they measure

zero as the baseline strain.

5. During assembly, stack voltages must be maintained at 0 V.

6. The shim locator pin (DX-010) is inserted into the outer frame (DX-004).

7. The preload shim (DX-009) is slided onto the shim locator pin (DX-010).

8. The shim locator pin must not extend beyond the concave spherical surface of

the preload shim. If it does, the pin should be removed and ground to a shorter

length. The shim locator pin and the preload shim can then be reassembled.

9. The inner frame (DX-002 or DX-003) is inserted through the outer frame (DX-

004), so that they are roughly aligned as in the final assembly.

10. One piezoelectric stack assembly (stack and end caps) is placed so that its fixed

end cap mates with the preload shim, and its rolling end cap mates with the

inner frame. The fixed end cap's spherical surface may be lubricated to allow

ball-and-socket motion during assembly.

11. The stack locator pin (DX-008) is inserted through the inner frame and into

the rolling end cap (DX-011).

12. The fixed end cap of the second piezoelectric stack assembly is inserted into

the concave surface of the inner frame, with the stack nearly parallel to the
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first piezoelectric stack assembly. The fixed end cap spherical surface may be

lubricated to allow ball-and-socket motion during assembly.

13. The second piezoelectric stack assembly should be rotated so that its rolling

end cap mates with the bearing surface on the outer frame. It will help if the

inner and outer frames are kept close together at their ends.

14. The stack locator pin (DX-008) gets inserted through the outer frame and into

the rolling end cap (DX-011).

15. At the flexure end of the X-frame, the two ends of the frames must be pulled

apart so that the centrifugal flexure (DX-005) can be inserted inbetween.

16. The four 4-40 bolts are inserted through the centrifugal flexure and into the

inner and outer frames and are then tightened.

17. The centrifugal flexure must be bolted to the test apparatus. The apparatus

should include a restraint for the end of the guide on the outer frame.

18. Insert a pair of pliers through the insert hole at the output end of the inner

frame.

19. Using the pliers, pull the inner frame open with a force of 170 lbf. (Note: This

produces a preload on the stacks of 8000 psi. This pulling force can be scaled

directly if the preload stress is other than 8000 psi.)

20. The nominal voltage, i.e., the voltage in the middle of the operational range is

applied to the stacks. A preload force of 170 lbf must be maintained on the

stacks. (Note: Steps 19 and 20 may be reversed if the preload force is applied

as a displacement rather than as a force.)

21. The strain gage readings on the X-frames should be recorded. This level of

strain corresponds to the nominal preload.

22. The distance of the inner frame from the outer frame on the flats near the

preload shim must be measured. The distance should be 0.200 in. If the distance
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is substantially different, the actuator must be disassembled and the preload

shim thickness must be adjusted. For each 0.001 inch the preload shim is

reduced in thickness, the distance between frames will increase by about 0.0075

in. Steps 4-22 should be repeated as necessary.

23. Voltage to the stacks is turned off and the actuator preload is removed.

24. The midpoint button or insert (DX-006 or DX-007) is inserted as appropriate.

25. The assembled X-frame can now get removed from the setup rig.

The previous 25 steps are repeated for the opposite half of the double X-frame

actuator.

26. With preload adjustment mechanism completely loosened and the stack voltage

at 0 V, the two assembled X-frames are placed into the test rig (or blade). It is

assumed that the adjustment mechanism has enough stroke to allow placement

of the actuators. If not, it will be necessary to apply a preload to the X-frames

in the assembly setup and use a 0.15 in pin or shim to ensure that they do not

close after removal of the preload. The pins or shims can be removed when the

preload is reapplied in the test rig.

27. The stack voltage must be turned on to the middle of the operational range in

order to command the actuator to the neutral position.

28. The preload mechanism is adjusted until the strain gages in the X-frames mea-

sure the strain level corresponding to the desired preload.

29. The flap pushrod can be attached to the assembled actuator. The push-rod

is attached to the outboard side of the output tang, i.e., the side toward the

flexure end. These steps complete the assembling process.

These steps complete the assembling process.
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